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Summary

In the present work the microstructure of an AlSil2CuMgNi (12 wt.% Si) alloy rein¬

forced with two kinds of short fibers is mainly investigated by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM). The reinforcements are polvcrvstalline 5-Al20s fibers (Saffil),

and fibers containing 50% A1203 and 50% Si02 (Fiberffax), The diameter of both

types of fibers varies from 1 to 3 //m. The materials were produced by Mahle GmbH

in Stuttgart by infiltration of the molten alloy through a fiber preform.

The microstructure of the composite is characterized by a quasi-planar distributi¬

on of fibers immersed in an Al matrix with an inhomogeneous distribution of the

solutes and of the precipitate phases. Al grains in contact with the fibers show a

high dislocation density. The matrix contains large Si precipitates, which preferen¬

tially segregate at the fiber-matrix interface and often show a twinned structure. A

needle-like Al-Ni phase and an Al-Cu-Mg-Si phase arc also present in the matrix.

The Fiberfrax fibers partially transform to MgAl204 (spinel) during the production,

owing to the reaction with Mg from the matrix. In the Saffil-reinforced composite,

the spinel-forming reaction takes place only in the surface region of the fiber, where

the preform binder (Si02) is present. After heat treatment at 350°C for 100 h (highly

overaged condition), the matrix of the Saffil-reinforced composite shows needle-like

coherent Al-Cu-Mg-Si precipitates.

Investigations of samples deformed in uniaxial compression experiments reveal cracks

in the fibers and in the large Si precipitates close to the fibers, but not inside the Al

grains or along the fiber-matrix interface, indicating a good adhesion. In the matrix,

a subgrain structure with small-angle grain boundaries close to the fibers is obser¬

ved. The size of the subgrains reduces to about 100 nm near the cracks in samples

deformed to e — 90%.

Small-angle scattering experiments are performed to investigate cavities or possible

pores present at the interfaces between matrix and fibers. Calibrated small-angle

scattering intensities are obtained in neutron and x-ray experiments. A comparison

of the data indicates that the porosity of the fibers, with an amount of about 3

vol.% and an average pore radius of about 4 nm for both types of fiber, causes a

predominant contribution to the scattering intensities. Any additional contribution

from cavities and pores at the interface could not be detected.

Internal stresses and distortions of the matrix due to a different thermal contraction

of matrix and reinforcement, are investigated with weak-beam imaging, convergent-

beam electron diffraction (CBED), and large-angle CBED. Weak-beam images with

different imaging conditions are compared with simulations of thickness fringes for

varying thicknesses and lattice tilts (local orientations of the lattice). This method
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permits maps of sample thickness and lattice tilts to be obtained for the imaged

grain. From the lattice tilt, shear strains or sample bending can be determined. The

analysis of different regions of the sample reveals bending of the crystal especially

close to the fibers and in thin places in the vicinity of the sample boundary. The

sample bending is due to relaxation of internal stresses which are caused by the

production process or during the preparation of the thin TEM sample.

A determination of the local lattice parameters bv CBED is performed on Si precipi¬

tates. In the Al grains the dislocation density is too high for this kind of analysis. For

the recognition of higher-order Lane zone (HOLZ) lines in CBED patterns, a method

based on the Hough transformation is developed. The experimental data are compa¬

red with kinematic simulations corrected for dynamical line shifts. A least-squares

fitting procedure considering the distances between the HOLZ line intersections, is

developed to refine the lattice parameters. With a reduction of the number of un¬

known parameters or by combining the information from several different crystal

orientations, it is possible to determine the strain values in the examined regions.

The evaluated strains are of the expected order of magnitude, but the accuracy is

affected by contamination and depends on the reproducibility of measurements at

the same position, when more than one crystal orientation is used. The analysis

performed with CBED is limited to places with optimal diffraction conditions, whe¬

re the strain fields do not vary strongly. This complicates an evaluation of strain

gradients close to the reinforcements. Theoretical considerations show that a unique

determination of the entire set of six lattice parameters from the exact positions of

six HOLZ lines is possible. However, the experimental accuracy needed for such a

determination is, even under optimal conditions, limited by the width of the HOLZ

lines, depending on the sample thickness.

In the large-angle CBED technique, an image of the sample is overlapped with a

HOLZ pattern. Every position in the sample is correlated with the overlapping porti¬

on of the diffraction image. This technique permits the strain distribution in a region

of the sample to be obtained from a single experimental pattern. The experimental

images are taken with an energy filter in elastic mode, and the intensity variations

are compared with kinematical and dynamical simulations. Thermal strain fields

used for the simulations, are calculated analytically assuming a perfect cylindrical

fiber in an infinite matrix. In particular, the distortion due to surface relaxation,

corresponding to the actual situation in the samples prepared for electron micros¬

copy, is considered. In the calculation of the large-angle CBED patterns, the local

variations of the lattice parameters, with corresponding changes of the scattering

vectors, are taken into account. The results obtained from comparing experimental

and simulated patterns indicate that matrix strains in the sample are actually cau-
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sed by thermal stresses. In addition to these long-range effects, local strains induced

by small grains at the fiber boundary also contribute. These local distortions at the

interface turn out to be important for the properties of the composite, since they

can promote the formation of cracks.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Mikrostruktur von zwei 20 Vol.% kurzfasei-

vcrstärkten Verbundwerkstoffen einer AlSil2CuMgNi (12 Gew.% Si) Legierung mit¬

tels Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie (TEM) untersucht. Die Fasern sind eine

polykristalline <5-Al203-Faser (Saflil) bzw. eine polykristalline Mischfaser aus jeweils

50% AI0O3 und Si02 (Fiberfrax). Der Durchmesser von beiden Fasern vanert zwi¬

schen l und 3 /im. Die verstärkten Legierungen wurde von der Firma Mahle GmbH

in Stuttgart durch Infiltration der Metallschmelze in einen Faserformkörper herge¬

stellt.

Die Mikrostruktur dieser Verbundwerkstoffe ist durch eine quasi-planare Faserver¬

teilung in einer AI-Matrix mit inhomogener Verteilung der gelösten Elemente und

der Ausscheidungen charakterisiert. Al-Körncr m Kontakt mit, Fasern zeigen dabei

eine hohe Versetzungsdichte. Die Matrix enthält grosse Si-Teilchen, die vorzugsweise

an den Faser-Matrix-Grenzflächen ausscheiden und oft eine verzwillingte Struktur

zeigen. Auch eine nadeiförmige Al-Ni-Phase und eine Al-Cu-Mg-Si-Phase sind in

der Matrix zu finden. Die Fiberfrax-Fasern wandeln sich während der Herstellung,

aufgrund einer Reaktion mit dem in der Matrix enthaltenen Magnesium, teilweise in

MgAl204 (Spinell) um. In der Sattil-verstärkten Legierung findet die Spinell-bildende

Reaktion nur an der Oberfläche der Fasern mit dem Bindemittel (Si02) vom Faser¬

formkörper statt. Nach einer Wärmebehandlung bei 350°C für 100 Stunden (stark

überalterter Auslagerungszustand) weist die Matrix vom Saffil-verstärkten Verbund¬

werkstoff nadellormige kohärente Al-Cu-Mg-Si-Ausscheidungen auf.

Untersuchungen von Proben, die in einachsigen Druckexperimenten verformt wur¬

den, zeigen Risse in den Fasern und in den grossen Si-Ausscheidungen nah den Fa¬

sern, aber nicht innerhalb der AI-Körner oder entlang der Faser-Matrix-Grenzfläche,

was auf eine gute Adhäsion hinweist. In der Matrix entwickelt sich eine Subkorn-

struktur mit Kleinwinkelkorngrenzen in der Nähe der Fasern. Die Grösse der Subkörner

ist in bis e = 90% verformten Proben in der Nähe dieser Risse auf ungefähr 100 nm

reduziert.

Kleinwinkelstreuexperimente werden durchgeführt, um Risse oder mögliche Poren

an der Grenzfläche zwischen Faser und Matrix zu untersuchen. Kalibrierte Kleinwin¬

kelstreuintensitäten werden aus Neutronen- und Röntgen-Experimenten gewonnen.

Ein Vergleich dieser Daten zeigt, dass die Porosität von den Fasern für den bei

weitem überwiegenden Beitrag in den Streuintensitäten verantwortlich ist. Die Po¬

rosität der Fasern beträgt ungefähr 3 Vol.%. wobei die Poren für beide Fasern einen

mittleren Radius von ungefähr 4 nm haben. Ein zusätzlicher Beitrag von Rissen

oder Poren an den Grenzflächen konnte nicht nachgewiesen werden.
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Innere Spannungen und Verzerrungen in der Matrix, verursacht durch die unter¬

schiedliche thermische Kontraktion von Matrix und Fasern, werden mit der Weak-

beam-Technik, mit konvergenter Beugung (CBED) und konvergenter Beugung mit

grossem Konvergenzwinkel (LACBED) im Transmissionselektronenmikroskop un¬

tersucht. Weak-beam Abbildungen mit unterschiedlichen Abbildungsbedingungen

werden mit Simulationen von Dickenkonturen für verschiedenen Dicken und Git-

terverkippungen (lokale Orientierung des Gitters) geeicht. Mit dieser Methode kann

man Karten für die Probendicke und die lokalen Verkippungen in einem Korn berech¬

nen. Von der Gitterverkippung kann die Scherverzerrung oder die Verbiegung der

Probe bestimmt werden. Die Analyse von verschiedenen Regionen der Probe zeigt

deutliche Verkippungen insbesondere in der Nähe der Fasern und an dünnen Stellen

beim Probenrand. Die Biegung ist durch die Relaxierung von inneren Spannungen

verursacht, die während der Herstellung der Verbundwerkstoffe oder während der

Vorbereitung der TEM Proben entstanden sind.

Die Bestimmung von lokalen Gitterparametern mit CBED wird in Si Ausscheidun¬

gen durchgeführt. In den AI-Körnern ist die Versetzungsdichte zu hoch für diese

Analyse. Für das Erkennen von Linien der Lauezonen höherer Ordnung (HOLZ)

in CBED Bildern wird in dieser Arbeit eine auf der Hough-Transformation basie¬

rende Methode entwickelt. Die experimentellen Daten werden mit dynamisch kor¬

rigierten Simulationen verglichen. Eine Prozedur nach der Methode der kleinsten

Fehlerquadrate, welche die Distanzen zwischen den HOLZ-Linicn-Schnittpunkten

berücksichtigt, wird entwickelt, um die Gitterparametern zu bestimmen. Mit einer

Reduktion der Anzahl unbekannter Parameter oder mit CBED-Bildern mehrerer

Kristallorientierungcn lassen sich die Verzerrungswerte in der jeweils untersuchten

Region bestimmen. Die Dehnungen sind in der erwarteten Grössenordnung, aber die

Genauigkeit hängt von der durch Probenkontamination begrenzten Möglichkeit der

Messung am gleichen Probenort ab. wenn mehrere Orientierungen betrachtet wer¬

den. Eine Analyse mit CBED ist auf Stellen mit optimalen Bedingungen begrenzt,

wo die Verzerrungsfelder nicht zu stark variieren, so dass eine Bestimmung von Deh¬

nungsgradienten nahe der Fasern schwierig ist. Theoretische Betrachtungen zeigen,

dass eine eindeutige Bestimmung von allen sechs Gitterparameter bei Kenntnis der

genauen Positionen von sechs HOLZ-Linien möglich ist. Die nötige experimentelle

Genauigkeit für eine solche Bestimmung ist, jedoch selbst bei optimalen Bedingungen

allein schon durch die von der endlichen Probendicke bestimmte Breite der HOLZ-

Linien nicht gegeben.

In der Weitwinkel-CBED-Technik ist das Bild der Probe mit dem HOLZ-Beugungsbild

überlagert. Jede Position in der Probe ist mit dem jeweils überlagerten Teil vom Beu-

gungsbilcl korreliert. Mit dieser Technik können lokale Variationen von Verzerrun-
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gen in einer Region der Probe aus einem einzelnen experimentellen Bild bestimmt

werden. Die experimentellen Bilder werden mit einem Elektronenenergicfilter im

elastischen Abbildungsmodus aufgenommen, und die Intensitätsvariationen werden

mit kinematischen und dynamischen Bildsimulationen verglichen. Die in den Simu¬

lationen verwendeten Verzerrungsfelder werden analytisch unter der Annahme einer

perfekten zylindrischen Faser in einer unendlich ausgedehnten Matrix mit jeweils un¬

terschiedlichen thermischen Ausdehnungskoeffizienten berechnet. Insbesondere wer¬

den auch durch die Oberflächenrelaxation in dünnen TEM Proben verursachte Ver¬

zerrungen berücksichtigt. In der Berechnung von LACBED-Bildern wird die lokale

Variation der Gitterparametern durch entsprechende Änderungen der Streuvektoren

berücksichtigt. Vergleiche zwischen experimentellen und simulierten Bildern zeigen,

dass die Matrix-Verzerrungen in der Probe von thermischen Spannungen und durch

die Obcrfiächcnrelaxation verursacht, werden. Ausserdem sind diesen Feldern auch

starke lokale Dehnungen überlagert, die von kleinen Körnern am Faserrand indu¬

ziert werden. Diese lokalen Verzerrungen an der Grenzfläche sind wichtig für die

Eigenschaften des Verbundwerkstoffes, da sie die Entstehung von Rissen fördern

können.
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1 Introduction

A composite material is defined as a material consisting of two or more chemically

distinct phases flj. It may have properties that are not exhibited in the same form

by the single constituents. In many cases, one component is a continuous phase

in which a reinforcement (second phase) is distributed. Metal matrix composites

(MMC) consist of a metal matrix with usually a ceramic reinforcement. The di¬

stinction of metal matrix composites from other two- or multi-phase alloys comes

from the processing of the composites. In the production process the matrix and

the reinforcement arc mixed together. There are three basic types of reinforcement:

continuous fibers, short fibers and particles. Particle or discontinuously reinforced

composites are especially important as they are less expensive than continuous rein¬

forced materials and they can be processed by conventional metallurgical techniques

such as casting or powder metallurgy, followed by rolling, forging and extrusion [2|.

Aluminum based composites reinforced by ceramic fibers offer improvements over

the matrix alloy, combining the low mass density of aluminum alloys with an im¬

proved high stiffness and strength at high temperatures. The elastic modulus of the

composite is higher than that of aluminum [3] and the resistance to thermal fatigue

is improved by a lower crack growth rate [4]. These arc important properties for

automotive applications like for example local reinforcements of pistons or engine

blocks. Alumina- and silica-based preforms used in a squeeze casting process seem

to satisfy requirements of low production cost and reliability for the automotive

industry.

The interfaces between the matrix and the fibers are very important for the beha¬

vior during the production process and the application of the composite. The main

problems concerning the interfaces are the mechanical compatibility and adhesion

between matrix and fibers, the elastic stresses in the vicinity of the fibers, the struc¬

tural and rnicrostructural changes under thermal and mechanical loads as well as

the nature of induced plastic deformation processes. Previous studies of silica and

alumina fiber reinforced Al alloys indicate that the formation and composition of

reaction products at the fiber-matrix interface depend significantly on the composite

processing conditions, the alloy composition, and the structure of the fiber surfaces

[5, 6|. Chemical reactions at the interface can be important for the bonding between

the matrix and the fiber. On the other hand, the reaction can change the microstruc¬

ture of the fiber and thus its mechanical properties. In silica and alumina reinforced

Al-Mg-Si alloys the formation of spinel (MgAl201) at the fiber surface was found by

sevcral authors [7, 8|. The reaction causes a microstructural change of the fibers and
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a depletion of magnesium in the matrix associated with a reduced age hardenability

of the composite [9, 10]. The metal matrix is likely to suffer several microstructural

alterations during processing, and changes m its mechanical properties will result

[11]. During cooling of the solidified composite the difference in the thermal expan¬

sion coefficients of matrix and fiber causes inhomogeneous internal stresses if 2, L3|.

In response to thermal or mechanical stresses, plastic deformation of the ductile me¬

tal matrix, cracking of the fibers, and failure ot the fiber-matrix interface can take

place [14]. The precipitation kinetics in the matrix is also influenced by the presence

of reinforcements: internal stresses lead to a high density of dislocations near the

fibers. The dislocations act as heterogeneous nucleation centers for precipitates in

the matrix during aging [15]. As a consequence, the precipitate growth rate is ac¬

celerated and the diffusion in the matrix is enhanced, causing differences in the age

hardening and thus in the mechanical properties ot the composite [14].
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2 The metal matrix composite

Many processes for fabricating metal matrix composites are available 116). Most of

them involve processing in the liquid state, while others comprise various depositi¬

on or powder techniques [17]. Casting involves liquid infiltration of a fiber bundle

by the molten metal. In the "squeeze easting'for pressure infiltration the melt is

forced into the interstices of an assembly of short fibres, usually called a preform

[18]. Isostatic pressure (about 100 MPa) is applied by a piston until solidification

is complete. Squeeze casting obviates the requirements of good wettability of the

reinforcement by the molten metal. Composites rabricated with this method show

minimal reaction between the reinforcement, and the melt because of short-time

processing. However the method presents two disadvantages: first, the applied high

pressure leads to damage of the fiber preform, second, the matrix exhibits porosity

caused by gas entrapping during processing [19]. Preforms are commonly fabricated

by sedimentation of short fibers from a liquid suspension. Subsequently the liquid is

drained off by compressing and heating the preform. To retain its integrity and sha¬

pe, it is often necessary to use a binder. Various silica- and alumina-based mixtures

have been employed as high temperature binders. The binding agent is normally in¬

troduced via the suspension liquid, so that it deposits or precipitates on the surface

of the fibers, preferentially at fiber contact points, where it serves to lock the fiber

array in a strong network [18].

The materials investigated in the present work are an A|Sil2CuMgNi alloy (see
Table 2.1) and two short-fiber reinforced metal matrix composites of this alloy with

20 vol.% of Saffil® or Fiberfrax®. Saffil is a nearly pure <5-Al203 polycrystalline

fiber with a silica content of about 3-4% and an average diameter of 2.8 /im. Fiberfrax

is a fiber consisting of 50% 5-Al20^ and 50% Si02 with an average diameter of 1.8

/im. The two reinforced alloys were manufactured bv a squeeze casting process by
Mahle GmbH. Stuttgart. Si02 was used as binder to fix the fibers in the preform.

Table 2.1:

Composition of the AJSif2CuMgNi alloy (M124).

Si

11-13

Gu

0 8-1.3

Mg Ni | Fe Mn Zn Ti Al

wt.% 0.8-1.3 1.3 j 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.2 balance

The three materials were provided by Prof. H.-J. Gudladf (Universität der Bundes¬

wehr München, Germany). They were homogenized at 750 K for 10 h and quenched
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to room temperature in an oil bath. Some specimens of each material were subse¬

quently heat treated for 100 h at, 623 K to a highly overaged (HOA) condition. The

pure alloy and the composites were mechanically polished for optical microscopy and

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Thm foils for transmission electron microsco¬

py (TEM) examination were prepared b\ standard procedures using a Gatan Duo

ion mill with liquid nitrogen cooling and a Gatan Precision Ion Polishing System

(PIPS).

2.1 Optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy

The three different materials are based on the same allov, but, the microstructure is

strongly influenced by the presence of the fibers. Even with an optical microscope

strong differences in the structures of unreinforced and reinforced alloys are clearly

visible. In the alloy without reinforcement, rod- and needle-shaped precipitates,

formed during the heat treatment and the cooling process, show a typical dendritic

structure. The precipitates arc distributed quite homogeneously in the matrix. Their

length varies from 10 to 20 jum. An image analysis indicates an approximate volume

fraction of 10% for both phases.

In the composite the fibers appear as black spots or ellipsoidal regions (see Fig.

2.1). The fiber distribution was inherited from the preform, and a nearly planar

Figure 2.1:

Optical micrograph of the Saffil-reinforced alloy. Black: fibers. Gray

and dark gray: precipitates.

orientation of the fibers can clearlv be seen by optical microscopy. The two types of

precipitate observed in the pure alloy have the same volume fraction again, but they

are considerably smaller and shorter m the composite. In Fig. 2.1 they appear gray
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and dark gray, and are preferentially distributed around the fibers, not following

a dendritic scheme any more. Optical microscopy showed few differences between

the Saffil and the Fiberfrax reinforced composites. In the latter, the precipitates

are more finely and homogeneously distributed in Ute matrix except for some large

precipitates which exceed a diameter of 100 /jm \o differences between heat-treated

and as-rec eived samples were found by optical microscopy.

SEM examinations and qualitative energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of the diffe¬

rent precipitates were performed on a CamScan CS44. The dark gray phase observed

by optical microscopy is Si. Large Si precipitates were found especially around the

fibers and connect many of them forming a network. In SEM images, two additional

phases are visible (see Fig. 2.2). A chemical analysis revealed an Al-Cu-Mg-Si phase

Figure 2.2-

Backscattered SEM micrograph of the unreinforced alloy with Si and

intermetallic precipitates.

and an Al-Fe-Ni-Cu phase. Image analysis indicated approximate volume fractions

of 6% and 4%, respectively. Small precipitates appearing black were also found. This

phase with a volume fraction of 2-3% shows A1-KQ, Mg-Ka and Si-Ka peaks in the

EDS spectrum but the intensity of the Al-K„ peak varies strongly with the posi¬

tion and the size of the particles, thus only Mg and St can be definitely assigned
to this phase. The phases in the unreinforced sample were also confirmed in the

Saffil-reinforced composite. The Al content, of the particles is lower than that of Mg
and Si, but it could not be determined exactly, as the surrounding Al matrix also

contributes to the EDS signal. The Al-Cu-Mg-Si and Mg-Si phases were not found
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in the Fiberfrax-reinforced alloy. No differences between the images of as-received

and heat-treated samples were found.

2.2 Transmission electron microscopy

The structure of the precipitates and the interfacial regions were investigated by

TEM on a JEOL 200 OX and a Philips CM 30 equipped with a Noran Voyager

X-ray microanalysis and digital imaging svstem, and a Gatan parallel detection

electron energy loss spectrometer. As revealed by electron diffraction, the fibers are

nanocrystalline and can easily be distinguished from the other phases in the matrix.

In the thin TEM foils the fibers are cross-sectioned and appear as round or ellipsoidal

with precipitates segregating at the interfaces to the matrix. Figure 2.3 shows a fiber

embedded in the matrix with Si precipitates in the interfacial region.

Figure 2.3:

TEM micrograph of a fiber with twinned Si precipitates at the interface

In the Al matrix a high amount of dislocations is present, with increasing density

in the vicinity of fibers (see Fig. 2.4). The Al matrix tends to relax the thermal

stresses, which build up during cooling after solidification, by plastic deformation.

Conversely, in Si very few dislocations are present, but often twins are visible, espe¬

cially in particles near the fiber-matrix interface. Figure 2.5 shows a high resolution
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Figure 2.4:

Weak-beam image of dislocations close to the fiber-matrix interface in

an Al grain of a Fiberfrax-reinforced sample.

electron microscopy (HREM) image along the [Oil] direction of a Si precipitate near

a fiber. Twins on the (ft I) plane, starting at the interface, end in some case in the

middle of the precipitate. A Burgers circuit around the side where the twin termi¬

nates, indicates that the resulting Burgers vector either vanishes or is parallel to the

incident beam. The latter hypothesis is unlikely because in such a case the region

around the core would be much more distorted by the Eshelby twist, and the image

of the columns would be less clear. A vanishing sum Burgers vector can be explained

considering the sequence of individual dislocations on consecutive (Ttf) planes. The

dislocations are partial dislocations with |[121], J [211] and g[Tl2] Burgers vectors.

An independent motion of the individual dislocations under the action of a stress

is not possible. Thus this situation excludes thermal stress to be responsible for

induced twmmng

Small particles in bright- or dark-field images of silicon were also observed. Because

of the small size (fO nm and less) of these particles, the determination of the lattice

constant from diffraction patterns and chemical analysis is difficult. Figures 2.6

and 2.7 show electron diffraction patterns along Si[110] and Si[100] with additional

reflections coming from these small precipitates.

The small particles embedded in Si are well distinguishable in high-resolution images,
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Figure 2 5:

HREM micrograph of Si twins close to a fiber.

Figure 2 6:

Diffraction pattern of Si[110i with additional spots from precipitates.
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Figure 2 7

Diffraction pattern of SiflOOl with additional spots fiom precipitates

as they show typical Moue patterns Figme 2 8 shows a particle located in a tvvin

interface The existence of such coherent pietipitates m Si has recently been lepoited

by seveial authois [11, 8], but the phase has not vet been identified because of the

difficult interpretation of the diffraction patterns

The AI Fe Ni Cu phase obseived by SEM was fmthei investigated by 1EM, EDS and

HREM This needle-shaped phase giow s into the Al matrix and shows no orientation

relationship to the Al grams The densit\ of such piecipitates varies, depending on

the legion, fiom isolated needles to compact aggtegates as m Fig 2 9 The diffraction

patterns yield an oithoihombic stiuctme with the lattice parameters a = 23 3 Â,

b - 7 44 A and c - 1Ï 79 A Figme 2 10 shows a diffiaction pattern along Ï03Ï]

with stipeistiuctuie reflections indicating a paiticulai peiiodicity High resolution

images taken along the same orientation show a complicated periodically modulated

structure (Fig 2 It)

For a quantitative anahsis of the phase composition, EDS spectroscopy was used

Figuie 2 12 shows an EDS spectium of the Al-Ni-Fc Cu piecmitate From the inten¬

sities of the different peaks the ratio of the weight h actions between the components
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Figure 2 8

HREM micrograph along [110] of particle embedded m Si

200 nm

Figure 2 9

Aggregation of needle-like Al-Fe-Ni-Cu précipitai es
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Figure 2 10

Diffraction pattern of the Al-Fe-Ni-Cu phase along [031]

Figme 2 11

HREM microgiaph along [031] of the Al-Fe-Ni-Cu phase
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Figure 2.12:

EDS spectrum of the Al-Ni-Fe-Cu phase.

10

can be calculated, neglecting absorption and fluorescence effects, from [20]

C'a
_

,
Is

C-B Jß

[2.1)

where CA and CB are the weight fractions of elements A and B in the sample . IA

and /ß are the intensities of the characteristic X-ray energy of these two elements,

and kAB is a constant of proportionality depending on the acceleration voltage. The

latter can be measured from standards or calculated using [21]

Qb Q-B üb/Ab
k VR (2.2)

where Çja,b is the ionization cross section. 0A,n is the fluorescent yield, aA,B is

the ratio I(Ka)/(I(KQ) -+• I{K8)), and Aa,b is the atomic weight of the individual

elements. For thick specimen the absorption is not negligible and the eq. 2.1 is

modified to [2 V

Ca
_ zf Ik {ß/p)A 1 - exp(-(/x/p)B pi cosec(cv))

(2.3)
' B

Id (/i/p)B 1 - exp(-(/x/p)A ptcosec(a))

where k\B is the kAB factor for an infinitely thin foil, (/;/%)A,B is the mass absorption

coefficient for X-rays of clement A, respectively B in the specimen, p is the sample

density, a is the X-ray takeoff angle, and t is the specimen thickness.
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EDS analysis involves a series of possible errors due to artifacts in the spectrum

acquisition (e g. interactions of electrons and X-rays with the sample away from the

volume of interest, or with column components) or associated with the determinati¬

on of /tab dnxl the absorption or fluorescence corrections. The accuracy of Ca/Cr is

usually around 5%. The EDS analysis of the needle-like precipitates yields approxi¬

mately Al-30 at.% Ni-8 at.% Fe for the mam constituents. Si, Cu and Mn arc present,

in small amounts. The lattice parameters are consistent with the (Al,Si)3(Ni, Cu,

Fe, Mn) phase proposed bv S. Wang et al. ^1995) |8|

The other precipitates observed by SEM (Al-Cu-Mg-Si phase) were also investigated

by EDS and the four elements were confirmed with varying concentrations. The

analysis of the diffraction patterns yields an hexagonal structure with a = 10 3

Â and c = 27.2 Â. This phase may be related wrth the Q(ALjCu2Mg8Si7) phase

(hexagonal structure hP21 with a = 10 4 Ä and c - 4.02 Ä) [22], which was often

found in composites of similar Al alloys [23]. The difference in the lattice constant c

could be due to a different concentration of the elements in this phase and a different

slacking sequence. Figures 2.13 and 2 14 show a diffraction pattern of the structure

Figme 2.13.

Diffraction pattern of Al-Cu-Mg-Si phase along [001]

along the c axis and its kinematical simulation, where the absolute intensity of the

spots is arbitiary. The intensity ratio between spots in both figures is very similar,

even though the differences in the intensities of the reflections m the experimental
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pattern are reduced by multiple diffraction

Figure 2.14:

Kinematical simulation of the diffraction pattern of the

Q(Al4Cu2Mg8Si7) phase along [001]. The weak spots around 000

are {100} reflections.

Investigations of the heat-treated samples have shown the presence of coherent

needle-like precipitates in the matrix of the unreinforced and Saffil-reinforced al¬

loys. The thickness of the precipitates varies from 50 to 150 nm, their length ranges

from 500 nm to 2 mm. Diffraction patterns indicate a hexagonal structure with a

— 10.3 A and c = 4.04 À. The lattice constants agree with the above-mentioned

Q(Ai4Cu2Mg8Si7) phase, and EDS analysis exhibits the presence of Al, Si and Cu.

Figure 2.15 shows the needle-like precipitates elongated parallel to the c-axis of the

hexagonal structure and to the <00f > directions of Al. The orientation for the he¬

xagonal basis are (see Fig. 2.16): (110)Q // (100)ai and (350)Q // (OIO)ai- The same

orientation relationships were found by other authors [24, 25, 26] in recent studies

about the same kind of precipitate.

In the Fiberfrax-reinforced composite, small crystalline particles with a size between

500 nm and f rail were found near the surface of the fibers. They do not belong to

the fiber, but they substitute parts of it. Diffraction patterns of this phase indicate

a cubic symmetry with a lattice parameter of 8.08 À. The phase was identified as

spinel (MgAl204), in agreement with other investigations on composites of similar
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Figure 2 ïr-)

Coherent Al-Cu-Mg-Si piecipitates paiallel to AlflOO]

Figure 2 16

Difftaction pattern of Al[001] (mam spots) with the overlapped pattern

of the Q phase along [OOF
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composition [27, 6]. A Bragg reflection from one of these particles was selected

for dark-field imaging (see Fig. 2.17). The image shows spinel with a white contrast

appearing in the fiber near the interface The small white spots inside and outside the

fiber do not correspond to spmel but to other small crystalline phases accidentally

selected (e g particles embedded m Si described above).

Figure 2 17:

Dark-field image of spinel particles in a Fiberfrax fiber m the Al matiix.

Possible reactions proposed by other authors for the formation of MgAl204 at the

interface are

2 Si02 + 2 Al -t Mg -> MgAl204 -f 2 Si [10],

(2.4)
f Si02 J 2 Mg -> 2 MgO + Si

and < \7]
{ Al203 + MgO *MgAl2Oi

In the Fiberfrax-remforced composites, reactions with Si02. contained either in the

binder or m the fibers, take place during the squeeze-casting process. As a conse¬

quence, the fibcis and the interface lose their original structure. Additionally, the

spinel format ron reduces the magnesium content and the volume fraction of Mg-nch

precipitates m the matrix [9] This explains the absence of the Mg-Si and Al-Cu-

Mg-Si phases in the Fibeifrax-iemforeed samples.
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From the nominal Mg content in the M124 alloy and from the approximate amount

of spinel in the fiber found with TEM it is possible to evaluate the distribution of Mg

in the composite. A rough calculation indicates that the Mg content in the matrix is

high enough to form spinel occupying up to 25 vol.% of the fibers, which is slightly

more than observed. Thus, a small amount of Mg might still remain dissolved in the

matrix.

EDS linescans from the inner parts of the fibers into the matrix for the characteristic

EDS peaks of Al-Kc>, Si-Ka, O-K,-,, and Mg-Ka have been performed (see Fig. 2.18).

The original Fiberfrax fiber contains 50% A1203 and 50% SiC2, thus, at the beginmg

of the scan, in the center of the fiber, Al, Si and O occur with comparable intensity.

Approaching the interface, the Mg content slowly increases with the presence of

spinel. After reaching the maximal concentration in the spinel region, the intensity

of the Mg peak decreases at the fiber boundary. In the matrix a high Al content,

with a constant low concentration of Mg, but still higher than inside the fiber, is

observed. The Fiberfrax-matrix interface, as shown by the linescan, is not sharp and

consists of a region of only spinel and intermediate zones with Fiberfrax and spinel,

or spinel and matrix.

Distance [juin]

Figure 2.1 S.¬

EDS linescan through the Fiberfrax-matrix interface.

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) served to further investigate the che¬

mistry at the interface. For a quantitative analysis a ratio of the atomic fractions
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Ca and Cb of two elements A and B can be determined, after background subtrac¬

tion, from the integrated intensities of the ionization edges I
a and I&,

C%
_

/"a^b

Cb ^b^\
(2.5)

where cta,b is tne ionization cross section for the considered shell excitation. A quan¬

titative EELS analysis is limited to sample t hicknesses which are less than the in¬

elastic scattering mean free path [201. Thrs limitation is caused by multiple inelastic

scattering events, which contribute to the background, that an electron will undergo

multiple inelastic scattering events, and thus contributes to the background rather

than to a peak, increases. Quantitative uncertainties can derive from the calculated

cross sections cta.b, that in general are accurate to only about 1- 25% [20].

A part, of the EELS spectrum, taken at the fiber boundary, and covering the Al-K

and Mg-K edges is displayed in Fig. 2.19. Both edges are seen because these two ele¬

ments are present in spinel. The fine structure of the Al edge exhibits a characteristic

form due to the bonding with Mg and O in the MgAl204 phase.

1500 2000

Energy Loss [eV ]

Figure 2.19:

EELS spectrum of the Al-K and Mg-K edges in spinel.

Figure 2.20 shows a part of a spectrum taken in the center of a Fiberfrax fiber, whose

composition is a mixture of ABO* and Si02. The fine structure of the Al edge is

different from that found in spinel. Thus, it is possible to distinguish whether the Al

edge is produced in the reaction region or in the inner part of the fiber. A sequence
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of EELS spectra acquired on a line from the interface to the center of the fiber

indicates that, Si exists only outside the spinel region and the fine structure does

not change in the center of Fiberfrax fibers. The content of Si increases slightly

from the boundary zone to reach a constant concentration in the middle of the

fiber. Therefore, Si formed by the above-mentioned reactions most, probably does

not migrate towards the center of the fiber, but into the matrix.

ö
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Figure 2.20:

EELS spectrum of the Al-K and Si-K edges in Fiberfrax.

In the Saffil-reinforced alloy, only the binder at the surface of the fiber contains Si02.

Therefore, the spinel formation takes place in the surface region, where the binder

covers the fibers as a homogeneous layer of about fOO nm thickness (see Fig. 2.21).

HREM examinations of these layers reveal a complex microstructure with Al grains

overlapping small spinel and A1203 particles with random orientation. Figure 2.22

shows a HREM image of a spinel particle oriented along [111] partially overlapped

by other particles, lire different orientations of overlapping grains produce a Moire

pattern. Owing to the reduced spinel formation in the case of Saffil fibers there is

no Mg depletion in the matrix and no suppression of the formation of Mg-Si and

Al-Cu-Mg-Si precipitates.

An EDS linescan across the Saffil interface shows a sharp Mg-rich range correspon¬

ding to the spinel laver around the fiber. Figure 2.23 displays a line scan across

an interface between Saflil and a Si particle in the matrix. The second additional
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Figure 2 21

TEM nnciograph of Saflil fibei cross section with teaction film (daik
layer around the fiber) at the interface

Figure 2 22

HREM micrograph of spmel along the Uli directum An over!
gtain on the left produces a Moue pattern

appmg
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small peak of Mg is due to the formation of spinel from a-Al203 within the largely

predominant <5-Al203 of the Saffil fiber. A model for this reaction has recently been

proposed [28].

3

Ö
1)

50 100 150

Distance [nm]

00

Figure 2.23:

EDS linescan through the Saffil-matrix interface. The intensity scale

for Si and Al is vertically displaced to better recognize the single scans.

2.3 Transmission electron microscopy of deformed samples

The microstructure of one unreinforced and two Fiberfrax-rcinforced samples was

studied by TEM after macroscopic uniaxial compressive deformation to e
- 6%

(unreinforced), t = 5%, and e = 90% (reinforced). A subgrain structure is obser¬

ved both in the monolithic and in the reinforced alloy. In the latter, subgrains are

concentrated around the fibers, where the dislocation density is high. After large

deformation, the fibers are broken at several places, and some of the neighboring Si

particles are fractured, too, as shown in Fig. 2.24. The crack docs not enter the Al

matrix but numerous dislocations are present to compensate for the large strains.

Subgrains with a variable size from less than f 00 nm up to 500 nm appear, which ac¬

comodate the strong deformation near broken fibers and Si particles (see Fig. 2.25).
No clecohcsion at, the interface of fiber and matrix occurs, confirming the good bon¬

ding between them. Subgrains are slightly tilted with respect to each other. Some

grains in Fig. 2.25 are in a weak-beam condition, whereas others, with a slightly
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Figure 2.24:

Dark-field image of a broken fiber with a crack in an adjacent Si par¬

ticle.

Figure 2.25:

Weak-beam image with part, of a broken fiber (below) and subgrain

structure. Light grains are in the two-beam corrdition, whereas dark

ones are out of Bragg condition. Grains with visible thickness contours

are in weak-beam condition.
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different, orientation, are already in the two-beam case or not in Bragg condition at

all. Dislocation networks are visible at the small-angle grain boundaries (see Fig.

2.26). The distance between these dislocations can be measured in projection on the

TEM image. This allows the relative orientation of the subgrains to be estimated.

From several dislocation networks, an average tilt angle of about, 1° is found.

Figure 2.26:

TEM image of small-angle grain boundary with typical dislocation

network.
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3 Small-angle scattering

Small-angle scattering (SAS) with X-ravs (SAXS) or neutron (SANS) are useful me¬

thods for the investigation of the microstructure of materials at a mesoscopic scale,

typically in the range from about 1 nm to a tew hundred nm. SAS is appiopriate m

materials science to investigate precipitation, decomposition, extended defects, and

voids. The spatral dimension of these objects requires measurements at very small

angles or scattering vectors.

3.1 Theory

The small-angle scattering intensity depends on the distribution of the scattering

length in the sample in a range larger than the interatomic distance. The distribution

can be expressed by a varying scattering length density p{f). The intensity is

/"((f) oc / p(r)exp( -iq f)dzf (3.1)

Depending on the characteristics of the sample and on the kind of information

one needs about its microstructure (size of inhomogeneities. form, volume fraction,

intcrfacial area, etc.) diffeient models are assumed. A commonly used approximation

in SAS is the two-phase model. In this case a svstem of two phases (matrix and

particles) is assumed with two uniform scattering lengths densities pm and pp. In

the two-phase model, the integrated intensity Q, considering an oncntational average

for q, is related with the volume fraction of the precipitates and the scattering length

density difference Ap = pp
-

pm [32]:

Q = 4tt/o T{q)q2flq^(2Tr)i{Äp)2Cp(\^ Cp) (3.2)

l(q) is the orientational average of the scattering intensity, and Cp is the volume

fraction of the precipitates. The parameter Q can be determined after extrapolation

of the measured curve and numerical integration.

In the Porod law [31, 32], for a two-phase system with sharp interfaces the scattering

intensity at large q decreases asymptotically with q~A as

\imI{q)=.Kpq-*l-B (3.3)

with Kp - 27rA(Ap)2. KP is the Porod constant, A is the total rnterfacial area bet¬

ween the two phases and B is the incoherent scattering background. If the contrast

(Ap)2 is given, then the aiea of the interfaces can be calculated.

The value of p for neutrons is calculated as follows: p = pb, where v is the atomic

density and b the scattering length. In the case of X-ray, p = rruZ) where re is the

electron radius and Z the atomic number.
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3.2 Background correction and intensity calibration

SAS intensities contain contributions from the sample and other objects, like for

example pinhole, windows, sample container. Contributions not, related to the beam

are the electronic noise, cosmic rays and background from radiation sources and

other instruments. For the corrections of these effects one needs three measurements:

one with the sample, one without sample (but, with the same measurement condition)

and one for the "dark current". For the latter a strongly absorbing material replaces

the sample (lead for x-rays and cadmium, gadolinium or boron for neutrons). The

total intensity Z-p measured by the detector is given by

It = h "t- Znc -f t(-?eb -- Znc) (3.4)

where Is is the intensity scattered by the sample, IEB is the empty beam, ipc is the

"dark current". The transmission coefficient t of the sample is given by

^
- exp(—ßd) (3.5)

where d is the thickness of the sample and p, its linear absorption coefficient.

The count rate Is for a detector pixel is further given by

Ts(rty) = I0e(,x,?y)ArtAQ(.T.iy)^(.T,y) (3.6)

where Z0 = flux of the primary beam [s"^1 cm ~2},

e(x,y)= detector efficiency of pixel (x,y),
A = cross section of the beam at the sample Icm2],

r= transmission coefficient, of the sample,

t— sample thickness [cm],

AQ,(x,y)— solid-angle element of pixel (x,y) [sr1,

f§(.x', y)= differential scattering cross section of the sample at pixel (x,y) [cm"x sr"1].

The solid-angle element, can be approximated, for small scattering angles, with

ACl - a2/d2, where a is the pixel-size and d is the sample-detector distance. If the

efficiency of the detector is homogeneous over the whole surface, I0e can be mea¬

sured using a multiple-foil method or a secondary standard [30]. The transmission

coefficient can be either directly determined through r = Ts/'-Zrb (with Zs measured

for the unscattered beam), or can be calculated with eq. 3.5 given the thickness. The

absolute differential scattering cross section ^{j\y) can be calculated from cqs. 3.6

and 3.4.

For SANS calibration the incoherent scattering from vanadium or water is usually

used. With vanadium the absolute cross section of the sample is

d^{rr/)zzIs(x,y)rvty^ (37)
dil

"

iv(a;,2/)Tsfc;47r
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where £vc=0.366 cm"1 is the macroscopic incoherent scattering cross section of

Vanadium, r and t are the transmission coefficient and the thickness, respectively.

For watei, multiple scattering has to be taken into account. A detailed discussion

can be found m 129]

3.3 Experiment

Small-angle X-rav scattering experiments were conducted at the laboratory. The

measurements were performed using a pinhole camera, a rotating anode X-rav ge¬

nerator and a 180 mm x 180 mm two-dimensional position-sensitive detector 2 m

behind the sample. Monochromatic Mo-Ka radiation (A — 0.71 k) was employed

and a range of scattering vectors within 0.2 and 4 nm"1 was covered. The mecha¬

nically polished specimens (400 mm thick) were measured with the nearly planar

oriented fibers perpendicular to the incoming beam.

Small-angle neutron scatterrrrg experrments were performed at, the Ris0 National

Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark using a neutron wavelength of 10 À and a two-

dimensional position-sensitive detector. Sample-to-detector distances of 1 m and 6

m were employed to cover a large range of scattering vectors (0.03 up to f .5 nm"1).

Figure 3.1 shows the geometry of the SANS instrument. Both orientations of the

samples (5 - 5.5 mm thick), i.e. with the fibers oriented in planes parallel and nor¬

mal to the neutron beam, were investigated. Furthermore, the fibers m the original

state (before squeeze casting) were also measured. Boron carbide was used for "dark

current "measurement. Water and vanadium were employed for calibration, and the

results of both were in good agreement.

The two-dimensional SAXS patterns of the unreinforced alloy showed well-defined

streaks with different orientations, depending on the position of the beam on the

polycrystalline sample. Neutron measurements of the same specimen indicated a

more isotropic scattering signal, as the beam diameter is larger. The streaks revealed

the presence of coherent plate-like or needle-like precipitates in the matrix, with the

smallest dimension of about 1 nm. The direction and length of the streaks depends

on the illuminated region of the sample. Figure 3.2 shows a SAXS pattern of the

unreinforced alloy with streaks.

A higher and more isotropic intensity was detected for reinforced samples. No im¬

portant differences were observed between measurements with fibers oriented m

planes parallel or perpendicular to the beam. Saffil fibers without matrix were al¬

so measured and the diagrams show almost the same absolute intensity as for the

reinforced specimens After background subtraction (see eq. 3.4) and absolute call-
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Figure 3 1

Schematic of a SANS experimental setup

Figure 3 2

SAXS pattern of the uniemforced allo\
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bration (see eq. 3.6 and 3.7), the two-dimensional diagrams were radially averaged.

A comparison between the averaged curve of the Saffil reinforced sample with that

of the pure Saffil fibers shows a good overlap. The absolute intensity was calibrated

for the same amount, of fibers in both samples and the matrix intensity was subtrac¬

ted The pure fibers were weighted to determrne the total scattering volume. For

the composite sample the nominal concentration of 20 vol.% fibers were considered

Figure 3.3 shows the good agreement between the two curves.

1000 -

dZ

da

r 3 -I
[cm sr

0 05 0.1 0 2

q [nm 11

Figure 3 3:

Calibrated SANS intensity of Saffil-reinforced composite (line) and pu¬

re Saffil fibers (dots).

The two comparable intensities indicate that the fibers are mostly responsible for the

scattering signal in the Saffil- and Fiberfrax-remforced composites. Assuming that

the fibers eontarn pores, the scattering length density difference Ap to be considered

for X-ray is ApFlbertraT/A<WAmm - 2.61 x 1011 cm
2 and ApStlffil/Vacimm = 3.35 x 10n

cur2 For neutrons ApFlbertrax Vanmm - 4.5985 x 1010 cm"2 and Apsaffii/Vamnm ~

5.736 x 1010 cm"2. The following scattering lengths were used: b Vi
= 3.449 x 10

~13

cm, b0 - 5.803 x 10"1! cm, bSl =- 4.149 x 10"" cm [65]. The values of v for A1203

and Si02 contained in the fibers were calculated from o-Al203 [59] and Si02 with

hF12 structure [33].

Figure 3.4 displays the scattering cross section of the Saffil reinforced MMC measu¬

red with X-ray and neutrons, divided by the scattering contrast (Ap)2 for pores in
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A1203. Since the scattering contrast for X-ray and neutrons are different, the good

overlap of the curves indicates that the assumption of pores in the fiber is justified.

The strong increase at low q is due to (multiple) scattering from the fibers in the

composite, whereas the slope at higher q originates from the pores.

1000

100

1 JE

Ap2 dQ 10

i 3 - h
[cm sr ]

1

0.1

Figure 3.4:

Scattering cross section of the Saffil-reinforced alloy divided by the

scattering contrast of pores. Dots show the SANS data and open squa¬

res SAXS data.

The scattering curves of the Saffil- and Fiberfrax-remforced alloy in the high q

region fit, well the Porod law (see eq.3.3) and information about the pores in both

kinds of reinforcement can be obtained. The scattering intensity from the matrix

has to be subtracted from the total intensity of the composite. The cross section

is calibrated according to the 20 vol.% of reinforcement. As shown in Fig. 3.5 for

the Saffil-reinforced composite, the Porod constant is found extrapolating the value

of H^4 for q —v 0. The linear fit considers only the linear range significant for the

pores.

The invariant Q is directly determined from the plot of ^q2 over q with numerical

integration. In the small q range, out of the scattering range due to the pores, the

curve is approximated by a parabola following the q2 slope. For large scattering
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Figure 3.5:

Plot of ^q4 vs. ç4 and extrapolation of Tv'p at q—0.

vectors, where no measured data are available, the integral f ^fdq — % is used.

Figure 3.6 shows a plot of ^q2 vs. q for the Fiberfrax-reinforced MMC and the

fitting parabola at low q.
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Figure 3.6:

Plot of —^q2 vs. q for numerical determination of Q.

From eq. 3.2 the volume fraction of pores is determined. Combining eq. 3.2 with eq.

3.3 and neglecting the quadratic term C|ores one obtains:

Zy'p
(2tt):

n

:
L Poies

A
(3 8)

Assuming the pores to be spherical the ratio -E^- becomes:

/ f 17, r>
< Poies T-"-'

4*

r>3

3 -"Pores Rpoics

i4 47T n
pore.

;3.9)
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where R^>oref, is the radius of the spherical pore. Thus the size of the pores can be

directly evaluated knowing Q and KP:

3 Q
RpoTcs = : r, 7; (3.10)

\ll\)" Ap

In the Saffil fibers an average pore radius of 4-5 nm with a volume fraction of about

3.5% was determined. In Fiberfrax fibers 1.5 vol.% pores of about 3 nm radius were

found. The small-angle scattering investrgations show that, no considerable amounts

of pores or cavities are present at, the interface fiber-matrix, as is desirable for a

good ceramic-metal adhesion. This is in good agreement, with TEM investigations,

where no pores at the interface were found.
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4 Convergent-beam electron diffraction

4.1 Diffraction theory

The wave function describing the behaviour of an electron wrth energy eU ^F is the

acceleratron voltage) moving m a crystal potential <F(f) = -eV(r) obeys Schrödinger

equation

&TT2me
A^'(f) = rr-(V(0 * c7)*(f) (11)

where h is the Planck constant, c the positive elementary charge, and m the rcla-

tivistic mass of election The periodic potential V(r) = V(f+ £), where t is any

translational vector of the crystal lattice, can be described as Fourier summation

over all reciprocal lattice vectors a of the crystal

.('VE^e27"9" (4.2)
9

The wave function may be described as a sum of Bloch waves with amplitudes

^s(r) - <pg(r + t) of all beams

'H?) -£^(rV-'<* "^r (4 3)
9

Inserting eq. 4.3 in eq. 4.1 gives

A* ^ J2 (A(Pg "I 47r?(£ "+ 9+ ?g)V^9 - 4tt2 k + q 4 sVlV9) e2^*+9 F^ '

(4.4)
9

8iT2mc

h2
iE^f2ffl'' - r \>,,c2^'9"+V<K (4-5)

/ >r

The Bloch functions vary slowly wrth r'and the term At, $ is negligible in comparison

with (k+q t-sff)-V(p?. Furthermore for elastic scattering is \k+q~\ sg\2 — \k\2 - ?J0L

It follows

£(* + 9 + s;).v>,e2,"<*+' O' _

27nme

l^^f^'I^^W^r-
/i2

(4 6)
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Since the components of the wave vectors k+g^sg- are essentially parallel to the beam

direction, the left-hand side of eq. 4.6 can be approximated as (k + g + sA • Vçp^ ä>

jfej-f.5- = y^f aild m *,ne exponential terms s r « sz.

Eq. 4.6 has to be fulfilled for all g
~ g' + g" and comparing the coefficients of the

exponential functions yields the many-beam Howre-Whelan equations [34, 35i

^7 = E ^^AV^2^-»'"^,--,' (4.71
97

The terms with the Fourier coefficients of the periodic potential can be abbreviated

defining the extinction distances £9 = -^~j-j-- ~ ~>mtxv >
wnere ^c Is the wavelength

of the electron in the crystal.

The absorption can also be incorporated in eq.4.1 and eqs.4.7 introducing an additive

imaginary lattice potential VJ: Vg —> Vg f i,V~. Consequently the extinction distance

j2
is replaced by -j- 4 jr,

where & is the mean absorption distance and £~ are

anomalous absorption distances.

Eq. 4.7 can be written in matrix form [36]

dtp ITT o / \
-= = A<p wrth. A,,-- e2«(**-^7).- m8

The components of the vector tp are the functions Pg-. £7_k are the extinction distan¬

ces for scattering from beam k to beam j and s7 the deviation parameter for the 7-th

function. With the substitution <p} = c~2ms'zh''1, we obtain

y-
= M^ with : M;fc ^ -^-

4 <57Ä27riSj (4.9)
dz £,_.,,

The solution of eq. 4.9 can be written as

V(z - lim El ^ ^ 0 - V Wi-^(O) (4.10)
V / 77 = 0

where E is the unit matrix. By solving the eigenvalue equation M = TI2I-1

with X containing the eigenvectors of M and F) containing the eigenvalues of M

as diagonal elements one obtains

V^(-) -- E —^-^t-^-^o) = 1E S- -" T~l^(o) = ïlï"V(o)
„=o

nl ~ -

"0 V »!

(4.11)
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In this equation the elements of X represent the amplitudes of the Bloch waves.

The matrix L consists only of diagonal elements of the form eK,z. The imaginary

part of the eigenvalues kj is the wave vector of the corresponding Bloch wave.

fn a deformed crystal the same derivation starting from the Schrödinger equation is

possible. If the crystal lattice is distorted, the potential at, r will change from V(r) to

y(F— 7/(f)). The potential in the distorted crystal can thus be written as a Fourier

series

V{r) - Yl v9e~
^ u(,V^? (4.12)

Q

The Howie-Whelan equations 4.9 can be formulated with a modified matrix !36j

(X7f
\

h 6lk2ms, oxp(27ri(g, - gk) • u) (4.13)
S,>-A /

Since w(f) changes along the intégrât ron direction z, eq. 4 10 can be applied only

on small slices, where the matrix N is assumed to be constant. The latter may be

rewritten as [381

]N = R MR where : M.^ —

— -f d7^27ris? and : R,fc — Slk exp(2?rigJ • u)
S/A-

(4.14)

We apply the same procedure as in eq. 4.11 for a slice of thickness Az. Introducing

again the matrix of eigenvectors T and the diagonal matrix J2 of eigenvalues ki

defined byMT-DT yields [39]

t(Az) ^ £ f®^) #» = a"T E (-^—) Ï^M(O) (4.15)
77=0 V "

/ 77=0 V "
/

To determine the wave function at the thickness z, eq. 1.15 has to be applied for N

slices Az -

~ with N different matrices R. With the diagonal matrix L containing

the elements exp(hiAz) - exp^;-) one obtains [38|

N 1

(z) -- n (R-1(¥)ïiX"1l(¥))É(0) (4.16)
77=0

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are constant for all steps. Only the diagonal ma¬

trices R and Rr1 change in the iteration, whereas the matrices T and J^1 are

constant, and the diagonal matrix L depends only on the actual step size.
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4.2 Convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED)

In the convergent-beam technique, originally proposed by Kossel and MöUerrstedt

[37], the electron beam is focused on the sample to a very small probe with a few

mrad convergence. If the electron beam convergence increases, the diameters of the

circular spot of the primary beam and of the Bragg diffraction spots increase. For

a point-like electron source each point in a circle corresponds to one distinct direc¬

tion of incidence m the illumination cone. The intensities withm the primary beam

disc and the Bragg diffraction discs vary owing to the variation of the excitation

errors. The intensity distribution inside any Bragg diffraction disc is equivalent to

the rocking curve calculated by the dynamical theory. The high beam convergence

allows the excitation of reflections in higher-order Laue zones (HOLZ), and three-

dimensional informatron about the crystal symmetry can be obtained. So called

HOLZ lines arise when electrons within the incident beam at the correct Bragg an¬

gle for diffraction by a HOLZ plane are scattered to high angles, creating a bright

line through the IIOLZ spot and leaving a dark line m the central spot (see Fig.

4.1). These HOLZ lines stem from planes with much larger Bragg angles than in

conventional diffraction patterns, so they are very sensitive to changes in lattice pa¬

rameter. Therefore the CBED technique may be used for lattice parameter [42. 43]

or crystal symmetry determination [40, 411.

/ lattice plane
/

/

Figure 4.1:

Scheme showing the principle of the CBED technique.
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4.3 Large-Angle(LA)-CBED

The LACBED method has been originally developed by Tanaka [44] to obtain an

angular view larger than the Bragg angle without overlapping between primary spot

and diffracted spots. The electron probe is focussed above or below the sample and

the objective lens is adjusted so that an image of the electron source, in the plane of

the selected area aperture, for the incident, and the diffracted beams is formed. The

aperture can then be used to isolate one source image and so prevent, other diffrac¬

ted beams from contributing to the final pattern. The electron optical situation is

illustrated by the ray diagram in Fig. 4.2. The electron probe is overfocused by A/

and the diffracted beam (broken lines) can be intercepted by the selected area (SA)

aperture. Because the source images are small at the crossover, the illumination

Cross-over

Sample

Obi. lens

Diffracti

Image plane

Figure 4.2:

Schematic ray diagram of LACBED or CBIM.

cone can be opened up to a semiangle which is larger than the Bragg angle. A large

area of the sample is illuminated by the unfocused beam and different regions of the

specimen contribute to different parts of the diffraction pattern. Instead of adjusting
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the objective lens current it is also possible to vary the eucentric height. The lat¬

ter parameters and the probe focus ma\ be chosen to have an appropriate angular-

range compatible with the desired illuminated portion of the sample. Of course, the

condition of non-overlapping spots with the use of the selected aperture limits the

possible combinations between convergence and area. A small selected area aperture

together with a large defocus minimize the contribution of inelastic scattering [451.

In LACBED patterns, information from both real and reciprocal space is present.

The HOLZ lines are superposed to a shadow image of the illuminated area in the

sample. It is not possible to have both a sharp image and sharp HOLZ lines. A sharp

real image is accompanied by blurred lines or vice versa depending on the imaging

conditions. The latter situation corresponds to LACBED, where the microscope is

usually adjusted in diffraction mode, i.e. the screen is conjugate to the focal plane of

the objective lens or diffraction plane. The angular width of the lines is limited only

by the diffraction limit, imposed by the objective lens since the diffraction pattern is

in focus, while the spatial resolution is limited by the cross-over size of the electron

probe, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Thus there arc contributions to a particular line from an

area at least as large as the defocused probe and extended throughout the thickness

of the sample. Experimentally, however, LACBED patterns arc usually obtained at,

some intermediate focus condition, giving compromise performance. The position

and the intensity of a line in a certain point in the pattern is directly correlated

with the superposed point of the sample image. Thus it is possible to investigate

defects or local strain distributions. Many authors have studied the effects of dis¬

locations or stacking faults in LACBED patterns [46, 47, 48]. Some authors also

investigated strain fields around particles 50] or in the vicinity of interfaces [49].

A method similar to LACBED called Convergent Beam Imaging (CBIM) has been

developed by Humphreys et al. [51]. In this technique the electron beam is focused

onto the specimen plane, i.e. the screen is conjugate to the image plane (see Fig.

4.2). Thus the angular width of HOLZ lines depends on the cross-over size of the

probe, while (since the sample is in focus) the spatial resolution is given by the

normal performance of the microscope. This corresponds to the case with a sharp

image and blurred lines. Figure 4.2 shows that a HOLZ line (continuous line on the

image plane) is blurred owing to the finite srze of the cross-over. To select only the

incident beam the objective aperture has to be inserted as for bright-field images.

The selected area aperture is not used in this configuration and the diffracted beams

may overlap.
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5 Analysis of sample bending

5.1 Weak-beam contrast

From the Howie-Whelan equations (see eq. 4.7) for the two beam case one obtains

the following intensity for the diffracted beam:

/ n -2 2/ \
Sill {TTZSpiXJ

ig) (TT-Seil)2

where sei\ is the effective excitation error

k - ! - 1 -—^ (5.1)

«eff —

\
-, (5.2)

The intensity 1^, the dark-field (DF) image intensity, behaves in a complementary

manner to the direct beam used for bright-field (BF) images and is periodic in the

two independent variables z and scS. If s (and hence seS) remains constant, while z

varies (as in a wedge-shaped sample), then one observes an oscillation of the BF-

or DF-intensity as a function of thickness, i.e. so-called thickness fringes. On the

contrary, if z remains constant while s changes, the image shows socalled bending

contours. In fact, a change irr the deviation parameter s is equivalent to a local

change of the crystallographic orientation with respect to the incident beam direc¬

tion, corresponding to a local bending. At Bragg condition the thickness difference

between two fringes has the value of the extinction distance £$. In the general case

with more than two beams, the many-beams dynamical formalism shown in chapter

4 has to be used. A local change of the deviation parameter s is then described by

the expression s I g ^ where » is the local displacement. Using this formalism it,

is possible to calculate thickness fringes for a wedge-shaped sample with different

lattice tilt ^" for different imaging conditions. The latter depend on the deviation

parameter of the reflection selected in the DF image, and thus on the orientation

of the crystal relative to the incident beam. In the weak-beam (WB) technique [57]
a large s is chosen, so that I/£,j becomes negligible in scß-. The effective extinction

distance £Pff — l/,sefl is then much smaller than for dark-field imaging with s ^ 0,

and the thickness fringes are very sensitive to a thickness change or foil bending. For

WB images the notation (g, ng) is used, where rig is the position in reciprocal space

where the Ewald sphere cuts the line in reciprocal space determined by the direction

of the g vector. So n is not an integer if no reflection is exactly excited. To find out

the values of n, one observes the position of g-Kikuchi lines relative to the fixed

diffraction spots, lire g-Kikuchi band is always on the median point between the 0

and the ng reflection. Thus, if the ng reflection is excited, then the cf-Kikuchi band
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will be centered on the |g spot, i.e. the g-Kikuchi line is in the position (n/2 + l/2)g
while the —g line of the Kikuchi band is in the position (n/2 — l/2)g.

A method proposed by Heinrich et al. 39, 561 uses WB images taken with different

imaging conditions to determine shear strains or bending. Every point, on the WB

image may be related to a certain thickness and a lattice tilt just evaluating the

thickness fringes m two different WB conditions. Since the product s j-
g

"— is

important for the image contrast, the displacement component parallel to c/, i.e.

a tilt -£f, can be determined, lire number of fringes separating a point from a

reference positron (usually the hole in the sample) may be used to determine the

thickness at every point on the sample, if £efi is known and no change of lattice tilt

exists. If bending is present, it is necessary to take an image under another condition

and to count again the fringes for the same position. Knowing the number of fringes

for the two conditions, there is only one combination of thickness and lattice tilt

for that position on the sample. The soluticm can be found using calibration maps

from many-beam dynamical simulations with varying thickness and -j^. For all

positions between the fringes the values are interpolated. In WB the fringes are

very close to each other so that a quite precise map of thickness and tilt over the

sample can be obtained. The expression ^f, for a zero-order Laue zone (ZOLZ)
reflection g\ corresponds to the term ^j- in the expression relating the shear strain

and displacement eTZ -- |(-|f + TTf)' The case wl*n ^dF = ~~lrf indicates a pure

bending of the sample, whereas —^ gives a pure shear strain, if ^ = 0. If bending

of the sample can be neglected, the analysis of the fringes provides a good method

for determining shear strain fields.

5.2 Determination of sample thickness with CBED

To determine the thickness of the sample in a reference point, in a region far from

a hole, the CBED method 58] can be used. As indicated bv eq. 5.1 the intensity

modulates for a fixed thickness as a function of the effective deviation parameter seff.

In CBED patterns, intensities for the different parameters s can be simultaneously

recorded. The modulation is visible in so-called Kossel-Möllenstedt (KM) fringes,

accompanying ZOLZ lines in the form of side maxima wrth decreasing intensity.

The condition for these side maxima in the diffracted disk is zscn — n, with n

integer. Using eq. 5.2 one obtains

^
'

n2eq
z

^ (5-3)
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A plot of (s/n)2 against 1/n2 gives l/z2 as the intercept, and hence the thickness.

The slope gives 1/Q from which V$ can be obtained. The value of s for each KM

fringe can be found using
Ax

x

'-9 A (5.4)

where x is the distance between the centers of the incident, disk and the diffraction

disk. The length Ax is the separation distance of the KM fringes.

5.3 Bending in the fiber-reinforced composite

A fiber-reinforced sample has been investigated using the WB method. Regions

with small thickness or close to fibers (or large precipitates) show particular fringe

patterns under WB condition. Modifying the imaging conditions the patterns do

not change in a regular way as expected from simple thickness fringes. Owing to ion

polishing, the thickness in the sample usually varies from the hole to the thickest

places with a regular increase. Variations of the fringe pattern on a short, scale

in the sample indicate an additional local change of the crystal orientation, i.e. a

lattice rotation. Such a tilt may be determined comparing two images of the same

region at the opposite WB conditions, using (g.ng) and (—g,—ng). If the fringes

do not match, an additional rotation is present. Figure 5.1 shows an Al grain under

((7,13(7) condition with g = (111). The chosen region is the same as in Fig. 2.21.

In the lower left part without fringes, a precipitate lies at the fiber interface. The

Figure 5.1:

Al grain imaged with (g,13g) condition.
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region in the lower right corner indicates a particular fringe pattern. To analyze the

lattice tilt in the grain, another image with (—g, —I5g) was taken. Both images were

transformed into diagrams with the positrons of the fringes. The value between them

were interpolated and every point m the image was associated to a number of fringes.

The experimental fringe patterns were compared wrth simulated ones to determine

the lattice rotation. Figure 5.2 shows calculated thickness fringes in a wedge shaped

sample, with thickness along the horizontal axis changing continuously from 0 to 200

nm. On the vertical axis the lattice tilt ^ varies continuously from -0 02 to 0.02. The

WB condition in the center of the image is {q\ 13(f) with reflection g = (111) of Al.

Combining the data from both images taken at different WB conditions, one obtains

Figure 5.2:

Calculated thickness fringes for (<7(m), l'ig^n^) condition in Al. Thick¬

ness from 0 to 200 nm and d-u£ü- from -0.02 to 0 02.
Az

a map of thicknesses and lattice tilts of the considered region as shown in Figs. 5.3

and 5.4. The hole and the precipitate are black in both figures. The thickness varies

regularly fronr the hole up to the thickest place on the left margin with about 160

nm. The lattice rotation changes strongly close to the precipitate and to the hole.

The line with zeio tilt is arbitrarily chosen, because onlv the relative rotation is

important. In this simulation the region with zero rotation is the place where the

two imaging conditions were determined. The precipitate at the fiber interface is

responsible for the lattice distortion. However, its influence to the bending of the



Figure 5 3

Thickness map of the regron m Fig 5 f The line distances indicate

height vauations of 8 nm

Frgure 5 1

Map of lattrce tilt -—ill (m 10"3) for the region 111 Fig 5 I
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sample is strong enough only in the thinnest, region close to the hole. The hypothesis

of bending is more plausible than that of pure shear strain, since no shear source is

present. In the thick region, stress induced from the particle is also present, there it

cannot be relaxed by bending. The most stable situation for the sample with that

thickness and internal stress is a uniform strain across the thickness. In the bending

case strains are opposite on the top and on the bottom of the sample. The strong

variation directly around the hole is questionable, since at small thicknesses the

errors resulting from the positioning of the fringes increase. At, higher thickness the

weight of every single fringe is reduced, and thus the relative error as well. In Fig. 5.5

a very large Si grain surrounded by several Fiberfrax fibers is shown. The imaging

condition is (g\ 5.5(f) with g = (111) in a [123] zone axis. In this case the hole is not

visible in the image, and for the calibration of the thickness, CBED patterns are

used. Taking another image with (—g,7g) condition and combining them with the

same procedure as explained above, one obtains a thickness and a lattice tilt map

of the region as shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. The region surrounding the grain is

Figure 5.5:

Si grain imaged with (g, 5.5(f) condition.

displayed in black. Approximately in the center of the grain the thickness is 170 nm

and increases close to the boundary, every line indicating a 30 nm variation. The

tilt map shows an almost uniform bending along the whole grain. The bending in

this case is unlikely to be caused by relaxation of the foil, as it is too thick. The

surrounding fibers have an effect on the lattice distortion that was already present
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Figure 5.6:

Thickness map of the region in Fig. 5.5. The line distances indicate

height variations of 30 nm.

Figure 5.7:

Map of lattice tilt -^ (in 1CT3) for the region in Fig. 5.5.
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before thinning of the sample. The internal stresses are accommodated through such

a bending.

The tilt values found by WB analysis can be confirmed by using CBED or LACBED.

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show CBED patterns approximately along the [113] zone axis at

230 kV taken in the positions A and B, on the Si gram of Fig. 5.5. The patterns were

taken at liquid nitrogen temperature to reduce the contamination of the sample.

Figure 5.8:

|113]-CBED pattern of Si grain at the position A of Fig. 5.5

The HOLZ line pattern in the central disc changes according to the orientation of

the crystal. If the grain is bent, the orientation relative to the incident beam slightly

varies at different positions. One can assume in a first approximation that the line

pattern does not change, i.e. the relative positions of the lines, one compared to

the other, remain constant. To determine the lattice rotation, one measures the

position change of one intersection between two lines in relation to a fixed point, for

instance, the center of the disc. To convert the measured distance into an angle, a

comparison with a known diffraction angle (for instance between two spots or two

line intersections) is required. In the case mentioned above, one measures a tilt for

the (TlO)-plane of about 4 mrad between position A and B. The [TfO] direct ron

points perpendicular to the ZOLZ line (broad black line). In an equivalent way the

rotation can be considered with a tilt of the zone axis m the plane containing [Î10]
and [113]. dire values obtained with WB simulations of the same region were related
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Figure 5.9:

[113]-CBED pattern of the Si grain at the position B of Fig. 5.5.

to the (111) plane in the [123] zone axis. For a rough estimate the same zone axis

for the WB and the CBED case may be assumed. Using the rotated [113] zone axis,

one finds that the tilt of the (111) plane is about 3 mrad, which is comparable to

the results from the WB images.

The same Si grain was also investigated with LACBED. Figure 5.10 shows a pattern

with very large convergence angle, taken without the selected area aperture. The

central and the diffracted spots overlap, thus both defect and excess lines of the

ZOLZ are visible. Owing to the large convergence, several poles around [7 10 9],

connected by ZOLZ lines, can be seen similar as to a Kikuchi map. The displacement

between excess and defect lines is due to bending of the sample. As shown in Fig.

5.11, the Bragg condition is satisfied for the right and the left beam, but since

the sample is bent, the diffracted beam does not follow the same trajectory as the

undiffracted beam on the opposite side, and in the diffraction plane the two lines do

not coincide. Depending on the position of the primary-beam cross-over, i.e. above or

below the sample, the defect lines are inside the excess ones or vice-versa. The same

change is also obtained for an inverted bending of the sample. The displacement of

one excess-defect couple with respect to the other may be measured and compared

with a known value, as for instance the distance between a defect and its excess line,

which is proportional to the Bragg angle. Examining the displacements in Fig. 5.10



Figure 5.10:

LACBED pattern with overlapping spots, taken around the [7 10 9]
pole.

Cross-over

Sample

Lens

Diffraction plane

Figure 5.11:

Ray diagram for LACBED of a bent sample.
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one obtains lattice tilts of about 2 mrad, consistent with the above considerations.

Figure 5.12 shows the pole [7 10 9] overlapped in a LACBED pattern with a region

very close to the central fiber in Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.12:

LACBED pattern with [7 10 9j pole in a region very close to the fiber.

The displacement for the ZOLZ lines (123) and (123) has changed compared with

that in Fig. 5.10, i.e. in this region the sample is differently bent, with a larger
du ~~ du.

tilt —~"3V This tilt change is compatible with the large increase of —-^j11 found

in the same region in the map of Fig. 5.7, considering that the projections of the

distortions on planes perpendicular to the directions [123] and [llT] do not differ

too much. Furthermore the vicinity of the fiber causes a splitting of the line, owing

to internal stresses not directly related to bending. This case will be discussed in

chapter 8. Figure 5.13 shows the [7 10 9[-pole on the opposite side of the grain close

to another fiber on the left. Hie displacement of defect and excess lines is like in

Fig. 5.10, confirming again the result obtained with the WT3 analysis.

Using LACBED with a minor beam convergence and illuminating a smaller area

of the sample, more accurate patterns can be obtained, with almost straight defect

lines, without the distuibing presence of the excess intensity. The pattern in Fig.

6.5 was taken approximately along the [547] axis of a Si grain at the interface of

a fiber, with an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. To evaluate the lattice distortion,

another image with the same condition but in a position closer to the fiber has

also been considered. Both images were digitized using the Hough transformation

(see next chapter). The superimposed patterns are shown in Fig. 5.14. The clashed

line corresponds to the pattern closer to the fiber. The latter is situated on the
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Figure 5 13

LACBED pattern with \7 10 91 pole m the region on the opposite side

of the giam, with fiber on the left (see Fig 5 12)

\k ^ \ À VXS.

^"V\/
/ \ z-^C.

A)
X // yt \^\V / \ _^^r Jy-****1**"^

./'

/

A-<>^ ' v 4 '

Figure 5 14

Superposition of two LACBED patterns along approximately the [547]-

pole Dashed and solid lines show the pattern foi a position near and

far from the fiber
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left side of the pattern. The closer to the fiber, the more displaced are the lines of

the two patterns with respect to each other. Furthermore the "splitting "is small

for lines with directions almost, perpendicular to the lateral margin, i.e. pointing

to the fiber center. In contrast, the vertical lines are strongly split. This indicates

that the fiber actually influences the surrounding matrix and the latter is bent in

radial direction in its vicinity. Additional distortions are visible near the upper-left

corner of the superposed patterns. A detail of Fig. 5.14 is redrawn for both patterns

in Fig. 5.15. The line intersections are clearly different. A simple bending is not

enough to displace the intersection points so strongly. This situation demands an

accurate analysis of the position of every line, as will be shown in the next chapter.

A determination of the lattice parameters of the crystal at the considered place is

needed to determine its strain condition.

(351)

'•-1"---.

Y XH95) 1 \ '""--

f737) \\(488) : \

' (577)\\

Figure 5.15:

Detail on the upper left corner in Fig. 5.14, showing different line

intersections.
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6 Determination of lattice parameters

As explained in chapter 4, CBED provides a good method for the determination

of local lattice parameters. The strain is related to the Bragg angle according to

Aa/a — A6/9. The accuracy of the strain determination increases using HOLZ

reflections with high diffraction angles instead of ZOLZ reflections. Furthermore,

HOLZ reflections contain a component relative to the third dimension (along the

zone axis), which is useful to study the spatial symmetries.

6.1 Geometry of HOLZ lines

In the kinematic approximation, the position of HOLZ lines can be found from geo¬

metrical considerations. A HOLZ line position is the locus of the Bragg condition

for a HOLZ reflection h. The lines occur in pairs, with an increased intensity (in

comparison with the intensify for similar wave vectors for which the Bragg condition

is not exactly fulfilled) in the outer HOLZ ring (excess line) and a corresponding

lowered intensity in the incident-beam disk (defects line). Figure 6.1 shows a sim¬

plified scheme of HOLZ line geometry. The two-dimensional representation contains

the zone axis and is perpendicular to the lattice plane responsible for the HOLZ

line. An incident beam originating at the imaginary source S and parallel to the

direction SP fulfills the Bragg condition for a crvstallographic plane. By diffraction,

a part of the intensity of the primary beam is transferred to the excess beam. The

defect beam is visible in the diffraction plane at the point P. In a three-dimensional

scheme, P is the point of the HOLZ line closest to the center O of the primary disk.

To determine the position P of the line in the pattern, it is necessary to calculate

the angle tp and to use the length L. The angle 9 for scattering of a lattice plane h

is given by the Bragg condition

9 - arcsin Q yhTG-lh) (6.1)

G is the metric tensor defined by [54]

/ a2 ab cos^ ac cos 3 \

G= ab cos^ b2 be cos a (6.2)
y ac cos 3 be cos a e2 J

where o, b, c, a, 3, and 7 are the lattice parameters of the crystal. The angle T'

between the lattice plane g and the zone axis n mav be calculated using the scalar

product:
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Using eq. 6.1 and eq. 6.3, we have

(p = $ - 6, d ~ Itgp (6.4)

where d is the distance from the center 0 of the pattern to the point P on the screen

and L is the camera length of the microscope (the distance |OS| in Fig. 6.1). lire

zone axis

" lattice plane

excess beam

dilti action plane

Figure 6.1:

Schematic diagram of excess and defect line formation for HOLZ re¬

flections.

relative direction of the lines in the pattern can be described using angles between

them. These are the projections of the angles between the reflecting planes on the

screen, perpendicular to the zone axis. To calculate the angle between two planes

hi and h2 one determines first the projections /};x and h'2 of their normals:

(6.5)

The angle between two HOLZ lines, defined as the angle a between h[ and /?(,, is

given bv

h?Gh'2
COSQ

—
--

Xih^Gh'^h^Gh',)
(6.6)

6.2 Dynamical corrections

The kinematical theory predicts exactly the position of a HOLZ line for the two-

beam case, in wdiich all other beams have zeio intensity. Multiple diffraction between

incident and diffracted beam only changes the intensity of the HOLZ line, but not its
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position. In reality, there are always other weak beams present, and the kinematical

approach for the determination of the HOLZ line position fails. A "dynamical HOLZ

line shift" occurs owing to interactions with mainly ZOLZ reflections. The best way

to quantify the shift is by many-beam dynamical calculation as described in chapter

4. However, such calculations are not practical for the routine analysis of HOLZ

line patterns, since they need extensive computation. One way to approximately

include the many-beams effect, is a perturbation method. If there is a strong coupling

in the ZOLZ and a weak interaction with a HOLZ reflection, the latter may be

treated as a perturbation [53, 54]. The dispersion surface [57] is calculated from the

unperturbed scattering matrix (see eq. 4.8) containing the potential of the ZOLZ

reflections. Perturbation theory indicates that the dynamical shift depends only on

the eigenvalues Kt of the scattering matrix. The deviation parameter s$ is modified to

sp—Kj, and the position of the HOLZ line g follows from the condition s§- Kt - 0 [54].
In the kinematical case, k% = 0 is assumed. The important interaction is that, between

the HOLZ reflection and the dispersion surface of the ZOLZ closest to the sphere of

radius k drawn about the origin. This follows because the smaller k, the larger is the

excitation of the beam. For crystal orientations without strong scattering conditions,

branch 1 of the dispersion surface is nearest to the k sphere and is responsible for

the shift. The HOLZ line position in the central disc can be approximated by finding

the intersection between the branch 1 and a k sphere centred on the HOLZ reflection

as shown in Fig. 6.2 (that is equivalent to the condition s^
-

reL - 0). In Fig. 6.2 the

incident and diffracted beam starting in Q have the correct dynamical trajectories.

If the shift is not considered, the kinematic approach yields the wrong intersection

point P, for which incident and diffracted beam have the same wavelength. We

may assume that, over a small region of the dispersion surface, k is approximately

constant. Then the effects of dynamical dispersion may be thought of as a correction

to the accelerating voltage, and accomodated by a new wave vector k' with k' =

k -- Ak [52]. A kinematic simulation using the new wave vector k' will give then

the correct dynamical shift. Since branch f is relatively flat at, the zone center, the

correction may be assumed as nearly orientation- independent over the central disk.

However, it differs from zone to zone, and it is lowest for the highest HOLZ layer.

Referring to Fig. 6.2 we have the following relationship:

Furthermore.

II a
—

---,7 and thus q2 ^ 2Hk' (6.8)
g 2k'
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Figure 6.2:

Combined diagram for kinematic and dynamical diffraction into a

HOLZ reflection g. The construction with incident and diffracted be¬

am intersecting in P relates to kinematic scattering with incident wave

vector k. The construction in Q show's the correct dynamical trajec¬
tories. Using the corrected vector k' the kinematic approach yields a

correct position for the defect line beam parallel to QO.
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Inserting eq. 6.8 in eq. 6.7 yields

A* = * ^f-ê-* (6-9)

In the small-angle approximation we have Ak ^ h^k/H. The relativistic wave vector

is given by
1 /

" ~"

7
"

"e'Û"'

h M
'

'"'

\ 2mne2

k= n/2em0c7 H
,

(6 10,

where c is the velocity of light and mo the rest mass of the electron.

One finds then the correction voltage as a function of Ak:

AU =. ._ (j _, AA^ +t^_Jl_4_- (AP +- 2kAk) (6.11)

The corrected voltage IV - U + AU is lower than the nominal one.

As explained before, h-\ of the first branch of the dispersion surface may be calcula¬

ted solving the eigenvalue problem for the unperturbed scattering matrix. However,

since only kx is required for the purpose of HOLZ line simulation, it would clear¬

ly be advantageous to have a more rapid method of estimating K\. The following

approximation based on perturbation theory has been proposed by Bird [55]:

The summation is only over reflection g in the ZOLZ. The dynamical correction is

thus lowest for high-index zone axes, or may be greatly reduced by using zone axes

where «q is small.

6.3 Uniqueness in the evaluation of lattice parameters

The uniqueness in the lattice parameter determination from experimental HOLZ

patterns is still an open questicm. Several authors have tried to solve the problem in

different ways or to discuss the limitations imposed by the experimental conditions.

Maier ct al. [67] analyzed the general problem of the unique evaluation of HOLZ

lines. Within the experimental error it is possible to find more than one set of para¬

meters (lattice parameters, camera length) that fit the given HOLZ pattern. To avoid

this multrplrcity, the authors suggest either to reduce the numbei of parameters to

fit or to take several patterns with different orientations from the same area. Con¬

siderations about the sample, such as surface relaxation or strain due to particular

conditions, permit to limit the parameters to be fitted, keeping the others constant,
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i.e. using the values of the unstrained crystal Two main methods have been used to

compare the experimental data with the theoretical ones. Rozeveld and Howe [66i

considered the ratios between different areas delimited by the HOLZ lines. Zuo j43i

characterized the patterns determining distances between line intersections Both

procedures allow the lines to be evaluated without knowing the exact orientation

of the crystal. In either method a correction voltage for the kinematic simulation

was used. Deininger et al. [68] applied many-beam dynamical theory to simulate the

CBED patterns and to compare them with experimental ones. The method requires

zero-loss filtered images to compare also the mtensities of the reflections. Here, the

position of the lines can be better predicted than in the methods relying on voltage

correction and kinematical simulations. Furthermore the comparison of line scan

profiles in the CBED patterns permits structure factors to be determined. Recent¬

ly Wittmann et al. [69) employed the algorithm developed by Rozeveld and Howe

[66] to determine all six parameters of a triclinic distorted structure. Within the

experimental accuracy, no unique solution was found.

The uniqueness of the parameter set can be proved only within an interval around

the solution, using linearized forms of eqs. 6.4 and 6.6. Consider small deviations

Aa, Ab, Ac around the cubic lattice constant a0, and a, 3. 7 close to 90°. The term

nl Grl, with ri
— [nx, n2, 773], is written explicitly

n2 Grr — n\a2 -I- n\b2 4 n\c2 -(- 2{nxn2abcos^ + /?] /?3«ccos/? + n2n*,bccosa) (6.13)

Substituting a --- a0 4 Aa, b - a0 4 Ab, c
—

a0 4~ Ac in eq. 6.13 and eliminating the

quadratic terms we obtain

HTGfi œ al\n\2 -t- 2a()(n:{Aa {-n'ÏAb^ «3Ac) 4- 2ao(»i^2<-"'OS74- nxnscosß + n2nsCosa)

(6.14)

Using the binomial approximation (1 1 .r)-"' -^ 1 4- mx we have

4 1 f (nlAa + n'iAb ] n2,Ac)/ao +nxn2cosn, + nxn3cosß + n2n3cosa

'nAGn aoN

(6.15)
In a similar wav. for the reflection h = (hx, h2, h A, neglecting quadratic cosine terms,

rr^-ir* ^ï h] h2, ^hxh2 A^h^i
„

h?h3
h1 G lh « -} F - J 4- -

i
- 2—,-ccm - 2— costf - 2 f^-cosrv 6.16

a~ tr c2 ab ac bc

and it follows

L
^

a0 ( {h\Aa A h^Ab + h23Ac)/a0 4- hxh2cos'y A hxh3cosß A h2hscosa\

AAGh \h\\ 'h2

(6.17)
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Thus the linearized form of eq. 6.4 for the distance d of the HOLZ line h from the

exact pole n is

[\h\2\n\2 - U\h\2 + T\ri\2)h n A \h\2 - T
L&d (6.18)

\h\*\n\3 2a0 \h\

where

U = (n2Aa -*- n2Ab A nlAc)/a0 -*- ninocos'v A nxn^cos3 + n2n?,cosa (6.19)

T - (h2Aa 4 h22Ab A h\Ac)/aü + hxh2cosy + hxh^cos(3 A h2h:icosa (6.20)

The analogon of eq. 6.4 in the cubic case, for small scattering angles, is

d--L(^i--—\h) (6.21)
\\n\\h\ 2a0 J

Comparison of eqs. 6.18 and 6.21 yields

r^-f-~ + A^V (6-22)

Tn eq. 6.22 we assume that the real set, of lattice parameters is that of the cubic case.

Thus, the correct solution of the problem is the trivial case Aa = Ab - Ac = 0,

a
_. ß _

,y
_ gQo_ rp^g !c^ |-erm 0f eq_ 6_22 depends on the crystal orientation and

not on the individual reflections. For every HOLZ line the term on the right changes

according to the different, (hx, /?2, /?<?)• To find the set of variables Aa. Ab, Ac, a, ß,

7 fulfilling eq. 6.22, one considers the system of equations given by 6 different HOLZ

lines. The system may be written in the form

MX = 6 with M„ = IV { }— + —
J^L^

-
^ (6.23)

]

V A2 2O0 7Î-W |«|2

and with six-dimensional vectors

N ^ {n2, n2. n2,, n2ru, nxn j. n\ n2) (6.24)

IP = ((/F,)2, (A2)2. (/i3)2, ft*/,',. h)h\, h\A2) (6.25)

A' = (Aa/a0, Ab/a0. Ac/a0, coso, cos/3, C0S7) (6.26)

The condition for eq. 6.23 to have only a trivial solution is det(M) / 0, which is

usually fulfilled.

For symmetrical zone axes and reducing the free parameters, it is possible to solve the

problem without the linearization on a given point. Consider the case with n
- [111],

a = b -

c, and a = 3 = -,. We assume again the correct, set of lattice parameters
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to be those of the cubic structure, i.e. the distance from a line to the center is given

by eq. 6.21. Comparing eq. 6.4 with 6.21 and solving for the parameter a yields

-i

A ( \h\X
hx4-/i2-t

n3

hx+h2+h%

\

a

\
hx4-/i2-t

ft 3
hx+h24-/i3

\

r \/A -+ 6cosa /V3/?
(6.27)

vhwnere r —
j/7j2 + (\h\2 - 2(hxh2 4- /?i/i3 4- /?2/?3))coso'

(6 28)
coso — cos(2o4

Eq. 6.27 yields, for a given a, the value of a (—b =• c), so that the distance d from the

center of the considered line h remains the same as for the cubic case. The possible

solutions for one line may be represented by a curve in the two-dimensional space

of a and a (see Fig. 6.3). If two reflections are considered, the solution is given by

the intersection of the two curves Figure 6.3 shows the function 6.27 for different

= /, = . [Al

89 998 <K 002
a = p = y

Figure 6.3:

Plot of the parameter a (= b = c) as a function of a (— ß = V),

keeping the distance of the HOLZ line from the center equal to the

cubic case. The functions were calculated for Siflll] at 100 kV for

different F(irst)OLZ reflections. Continuous line: (11 3 9). Dashed line:

(991). Dot-dashed line: (3 7 11).

reflections of Siflll] and 100 kV acceleration voltage. The curves intersect at a
—

5.43 A, the lattice constant of Si, and a — 90\ Figure 6.4 shows the curves over a

wide angular range. For reflections leading to a very similar slope, the determination

of the intersection point is accordingly more difficult. This implies that a change of

the lattice parameters according to one curve a (od does not significantly influence

the HOLZ line pattern. The positions of the HOLZ lines are mathematically different

for different lattice parameters a, a, but experimentally the HOLZ line patterns are

undistinguishable. The choice of the HOLZ lines may influence the accuracy of the
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a = b = c [Â]
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Figure 6.4:

Plot with the same data as in Fig. 6.3 over a wider angular range.

lattice parameter determination, especially when experimental errors are present.

Over the displaved range there is only one intersection point for the three curves,

indicating that the solution for the considered case is unique, lire parameter a

for small angles a diverges to large values, and coincidence points for the three

reflections are no longer present.

The general problem of the lattice parameter determination from HOLZ patterns is

more complicated than discussed above. Usually the exact orientation of the crystal

is not known: the distance of the HOLZ line from the center can not be determined,

and only distances between the HOLZ-line intersections are available. Therefore the

zone axis n has to be treated as a further variable. The vector n in eq. 6.18 may be

substituted bv ?j'/|n| 4 An, with An — \Anx, An2, At?3]. To simplify the equation

we may put the condition \nj\n\ t- A/1| = 1, or, neglecting quadratic terms in An,

nxAnx f n2An2 I H-sAr?3 = 0 (6.29)

On the other hand, to fully characterize the HOLZ pattern, the angle between

the lines may also be considered. In a similar way as for eq. 6.4, eq. 6.6 can be

approximated by a linear form on a restricted interval. The angle 5hn between two

HOLZ lines hl and hm is given by (see eqs. 6.5 and 6 6)

-„= ^^^„==5444441=^^-- ^ cos Slm (6.30)

where n is the zone axis, and G is the metric tensor for the considered crystal. In a

linearized form, with small deviations Aa, Ab, Ac around the cubic lattice constant
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a0, and a, ß, 7 close to 90°, eq. 6.30 may be approximated neglecting quadratic terms

and using the binomial approximation. The expression zpr^ may be calculated using

eq. 6.14:

ZâLf1- -lïEÈVv,! (6.31)n'TGn On In I
i=l j'21

where
Aa

A =

I ^Sk
cos - cos ß \

cos •}
— cos a

V cos ,4 cos a |L /

From eq. 6.16 one obtains

(hyG-W*^(\h>\2-2J2J:A)kh\h\
7 = 1 A>;

A

Similar considerations yield

1 = Lm

(6 32)

(6.33)

3 s

:hl)rG-vhm j(E(i-^)^r-EEA;W
l0 J_l 1=1 ?=-!

(6.34)

Applying the binomial approximation gives

1

(n fry
ylWTG-^-**£

Va

where

1 4- ' Oi\2 3 3
9 3 3 '

zo, \ a0jn| j=, fc>; a0 ;=ljl>7

5" =n-h'. C = ^\>
79'îV2

n

(6.35)

? - /, m (6.36)

(6.37)

Inserting eqs. 6.34 and 6.36 into eq. 6.30 and neglecting quadratic terms, the angle
between two HOLZ lines can be approximated by

H 3

2nln}
I« I

; ijn

1-1 )>]

1

c,c„
hl hm

SlSm'
cos 5lm (6

The second line of eq. 6.38 gives the exact angle for the cubic case. The first line

gives the variation clue to deviations from the cubic symmetry. In eq. 6.38, the

term An may be neglected, because the angle between the lines, and in general the

whole pattern, does not essentially change if the crystal is slightly tilted. Combining
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eqs. 6.18, 6.29, and 6.38 the problem is fully determined in a reasonably small

interval around the solution of the unstrained crystal. With six HOLZ lines, which

are commonly used in our simulations, twelve independent equations are available,

six for the distances from the center (eq. 6.18), five for the angles between the lines

(eq. 6.38), and one for the norm of n/\n\ -• An. This system of equations is sufficient,

to determine the six lattice parameters, the three components of the zone axis, and

the camera length L.

These theoretical considerations suggest that it is possible to determine a unique set

of lattice parameters from a HOLZ pattern. As we will see in the next sections, the

theoretical predictions are unfortunately not applicable to the experimental case.

Measurement errors affect the accuracy of the evaluation and limit the efficiency of

the method.

6.4 Hough transformation

In experimental patterns, the lines are often blurred owing to inelastic scattering.

For strong reflections, the lines become curved close to the intersection point, where

they interact with each other resulting in deviations from the approximate straight

trajectories. In some cases, crystal defects can also affect a part, of a line, changing

its intensity or its sharpness. On the other hand, the kinematic simulations gives the

exact line position for Bragg condition, i.e. an exactly located sharp line. To compare

simulations and experimental results, it is necessary to reduce the experimental

lines to perfect lirres which can be described analytically. Some averaging of the

experimental positions, depending on the intensities has to be done. In the Hough

transformation every line present in the original image (or real space) is transformed

into a point in the so-called Hough space [70]. A line in the two-dimensional space

of the diffraction pattern always can be described by two parameters. If we choose

the angle ß between the line 1 and the abscissa, and r the vector perpendicular to 1

(see Fig. 6.5), then the line is described by the equation

.rcos(4-(- j/sinJ^ 'rl (6.39)

where x and y are cartesian coordinates in the diffraction pattern. The Hough trans¬

formation of line 1 described by r and 3 is a point with coordinates r and ß in Hough

space (see Fig. 6.6). The transformation H(r,/i) is given by

H(r,3)= 57 7(.r,y) (6.40)

where I is the value of the intensify at coordinates (x, y) in the experimental pattern.

The choice of the coordinate system is arbitrary, because only the relative position
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Figure 6 5

HOLZ line pattein with analytical descirptron of one line

Figure 6 6

Hough tiansformation of the pattern m Fig 6 5 The small squares

wrth a white spot aie the regrons for the deteimmation of the spot

center
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between the lines is important. The summation is discrete over a finite number of

positions in the experimental image usually recorded with a CCD camera or digitized

from a photograph. The result of the transformation in Hough space is an image

with several spots of varying intensity and srze as shown in Fig. 6 6. Every spot

indicates a HOLZ line and its center yields the parameters r and 3. To find the spot

center, the contrast of the image in a small square around the spot is enhanced by

a digital filter and a center of mass relating to the intensif} is determined A Hough

space containing now only the spot centers is transformed back to real space and a

digitized image with reconstructed lines is obtained. Figure 6.7 shows the original

image oveilapped by the lines selected in Fig. 6.6 and transformed back.

Figure 6.7:

Original image overlapped with some reconstructed lines.

6.5 Least-squares fitting of the lattice parameters

A direct way to determine lattice parameters through an analytic solution involving

the eqs. 6.4 and 6.6 is too complicated. An alternative is to find the parameters by

comparing a simulated HOLZ pattern with an experimental one. The comparison is

achieved using a best-fit parameter y defined bv

, _
(ofeo" - dT*)2

V-L1^—-TT-— (6.41)
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where dt are the distances between the fine intersections, and of their variances.

Using these distances, a knowledge of the exact orientation of the crystal with respect

to the incident beam, i.e. the exact zone axis, is not necessary. The relative positions

of the lines in a pattern change only in a negligible way for small variations of the

zone axis. A slight change of orientation displaces the pattern as a whole on the

screen, without influencing the relative distances between the intersection points.

The coordinates x and y for the intersection point of two lines p and q are given by

x _
^ir.M_,

y =
Ml f^2 (6A2)

Piq2 qiP2*
'

Pi<72
-

AP2

The vectors p — {px,p2) and q = (01,02) are perpendicular to the respective HOLZ

line and point from the center to the corresponding line. Their lengths can be cal¬

culated using eq. 6.4 and their directions with eq. 6.6. The distances between the

line intersections on the experimental image are evaluated by means of a Hough

transformation. After the lines are digitized and converted into an analytical formu¬

la, eq. 6.42 can be applied to find the intersection points. The refinement of lattice

parameters and camera length is achieved by a minimization of the function \2. The

"dfpmin"algorithm implemented in the computing environment TDL4J and based

on the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno variant of the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell

method is employed (see section 10.7 in [64]).

To test the least-squares fitting method, for a given set of lattice parameters, wave¬

length, and camera length, distances between the line intersections were calculated

and inserted in the \2 function instead of the experimental values. With a fixed ca¬

mera length the algorithm converges to the same minimum of y for different starting

lattice parameters and gives a solution with a relative error in the lattice parame¬

ters of KV8 and \2 - 10~22. If the camera length is treated as a fitting parameter,

the algorithm has some difficulties to converge and the final result depends on the

starting point. The originally selected set of parameters can not be reached. There¬

fore it is better to use a constant camera length in the algorithm and to start the

fitting procedure several times with different values of the camera length, which gi¬

ves results comparable to those obtained using a known camera length. The camera

length is the critical factor for the convergence of the algorithm, because it scales

the distances rn the pattern and may be approximately compensated by a scaling

of a, b, and c. With the ratio of the distances between the line intersections the

camera length would be eliminated in the calculation, but the same kind of scaling

remain. Refinements with the ratio of the triangular areas delimited by the HOLZ

lines, or with the ratio of the distances were also examinated, but similar problems
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in the convergence of the algorrthm were encountered. Figure 6.8 shows lines of

equal magnitude of log(%2) on the (Aa,cosci:) plane assuming values for Sijlll] at

g A^y^ _^L..^^ ^_ ^__ . , l^
. ,

3

-10 -5 0 5 10

Aa=Aö=Ac [iO^5 A]

Figure 6.8:

Lines of equal magnitude of log(y2) using calculated values for Siflll]

at 100 kV, and assuming Aa =- Ab -- Ac and a — ß — 7.

100 kV, Aa = Ab — Ac, and a — 3 — 7. The \2 function has a very flat, elongated

minimum region, where the algorithm is not verv stable, and the values arc close

to the double precision limits of the computing machine. The differences in the x2

function near the minimum are very small, i.e. for specific large variations of the

lattice parameters, the position of HOLZ lines in the pattern do not vary very much.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show two kinematic simulations of Siflll] at 100 kV with two

different sets of lattice parameters in the region around the minimum of y. The

difference of the two patterns is almost imperceptible, although the lattice parame¬

ters differ considerably. This fact makes it difficult to analvze experimental patterns.

Even under optimal conditions, the accuracy of the measurements is limited by the

width of the HOLZ lines depending on the sample thickness. The errors in the li¬

ne positrons lead to a large degree of uncertainty in the parameter sets. The best

way to overcome this problem, as already mentioned above, consists in reducing the

fit, variables or evaluating HOLZ patterns from different orientations. Refinements
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Figure 6.9:

Kinematic simulation of Siflll] at 100 kV with lattice parameters a

b = c = 5.442 A and a = ß = 7 = 90°.
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Figure 6.10:

Kinematic simulation of Siflll] at 100 kV with lattice parameters a

b = c^ 5.434 À and a = 8 = 7 = 89.88°.
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with more than one orientation have been performed. The squares of the differences

in each pattern are put in an unique summation, giving a total x function for all

the patterns. Using this approach, with information from different orientations, the

algorithm is very stable, and converges to accurate lattice parameter values. The

camera lengths of the different, patterns are also fitted accurately in this procedure,

irrespective of the starting values.

6.6 Voltage calibration

For a comparison of experimental and simulated HOLZ patterns it is necessary to

know exactly the electron wavelength used to take the experimental images. The

nominal voltage indicated by the microscope is in general not very accurate. The

wave length is determined through a calibration using a Si standard. Figure 6.11

shows a HOLZ pattern of pure Si along the [113] zone axis taken at 230 kV. In this

Figure 6.11:

[113] HOLZ pattern of pure Si at 230 kV.

case a refinement of the wave length and the camera length, keeping a fixed lattice

constant for Si (a0 = 5.4309 Ä [59]) is performed. The voltage found for Fig. 6.11

is (229.0 ± 0.1) kV. Figure 6.12 shows a kinematic simulation of Si[113] at 229 kV.

The relative positions of the line intersections coincide with the experimental pat¬

tern. In this simulation no dynamical effects are taken into account. The correction
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Figure 6.12:

Kinematic simulation of [113] HOLZ pattern at 229 kV.

voltage for Si[l 13] at 230 kV can be calculated using eqs. 6.12, 6.9 and 6.11. For

the Fourier coefficients V$ of the lattice potential the routine "vg2" of the standard

EMS simulation package of Stadelmann [60] is used. The routine relies on the atomic

form factors of Weickenmeier and Kohl [61]. The Debye-Waller factor exp( Bg2/2),

influencing the crystal potential, is calculated using the expression [62]

11492 F 2873
B =

~ATT
{n/ ]

A%
(6'43)

where A is the atomic weight, Tb is the Debye temperature, and xp(x) — ~ f0r -jtrra,£.

Assuming TD -= 645 K 163] for Si. one obtains a Debye parameter B at 300 K of

about 0.32 Â2. The calculated correction is -1.47 kV. Thus the nominal voltage

of 230 kV corresponds to a kinematically calibrated value of (229 ± 0.1) kV and a

dynamically corrected voltage of (230.5±0.1) kV. A dynamical simulation of Si[fl3]

at 230.5 kV (Fig.6.13) shows in fact that the intersections arc in good agreement

with Fig. 6.11.

6.7 Strain measurement in a Si grain

Strong distortions of the crystal due to dislocations or to thermal stresses hamper a

good evaluation of HOLZ patterns. Blurring or splitting of lines and general loss of

contrast are the most common problems. The size of the electron probe determines

the quality of the image. Since every HOLZ line contains information from the whole
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Figure 6.13:

Dynamical simulation of [113] HOLZ pattern at 230.5 kV with 500 nm

thickness.

probed area, strong changes of the lattice parameters within this region cause a

broadening of the lines with consequent losses in qualify and accuracy. To overcome

these problems, simulations with a finite probe size as for the LACBED case may

be useful. This technique will be discussed in chapter 8.

Many CBED images were takerr on different places for both reinforced materials.

The best conditions for a good image quality were found for Si grains with thicknes¬

ses exceeding f00 nm. A sufficient thickness is necessary to have enough diffracted

intensity. Furthermore, from eq. 5.1 it is clear that the HOLZ lines become sharper

with increasing thickness. On the other hand, regions of excessive thickness are not,

ideal because of strong inelastic scattering, unless an energy filter is used. In Si, very

few dislocations are present, and the HOLZ lines are therefore not as blurred as in

patterns taken in Al grains. Nevertheless, close to the reinforcements, the thermal

stresses are high enough to affect the sharpness of the HOLZ lines. Thus, the places

available for a strain analysis are scarce. In Fig. 5.5 a large Si grain, satisfying the

required conditions, is shown. CBED images in the positions A (Fig. 5.8) and B

(Fig. 5 9) were taken with 230 kV nominal voltage, at liquid nitrogen temperature,

and were digitized. In Fig. 6.14 digitized lines, belonging to Fig. 5.8, arc shown. The

[001] direction of the Si grain is approximately parallel to the foil normal. If only a
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Figure 6.1 i:

Digitized HOLZ lines of Fig. 5.8. The pattern is rotated for a bet¬

ter comparison with the corresponding kinematic simulation (see Fig.

6.16).

planar distortion is assumed, which is not improbable in a thin TEM foil, we may

choose the refinement parameters a, b, 7. and the camera length L. The intersection

distances of the following six lines are used: (1 11 3), (11 1 3), (3 11 5), (11 3 5), (3

11 3), (If 3 3). An acceleration voltage of 229 kV is employed for the kinematical

simulation, according to the above discussion. For position A the following values for

the minimal x2 (= 1-56) were found: a =-- 5.429 À. b = 5.436 Ä, 7 = 90.3°, L = 4262

mm. In position B the following values were obtained: a — 5.415 À, b = 5.442 A,

7 = 90.4°, L -- 1244 mm In this case the minimal \2 (= 7 03) is much worse than

in A. In the given \2 values, the variances a; were not considered and all summation

terms were equally weighted From the minimum \mm a brief estimate of the average

error in the distances may be done. If we assume that all measured distances a\exp
have the same error a (<j, = a), it follows that a2 - Ef7<7he(\mm) -d?p)2/{N-M)

(eq. 15.1.6 in [64]), where (/[he(\mm) are the theoretical distances obtained with the

parameters of the best fit, N is the number of measured distances, and M is the

number of fitting parameters With x2 = 7.03, AT - 105. and M - 4 one obtains

a = 0.2 mm. The error a (a,) associated with the estimated lattice parameter a3
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may be evaluated using

^,) = zV^(dif)2 (6 44)

Foi the latter case the relative erioi in the three parameters is about 10 ^

Measuiements with the same imaging conditions m the same places at room tem¬

perature were also performed In A the refinement grves a = 5 429 A, 6 = 5 434 \

7 = 89 3°, \2 = 0 49 In B a 5 421 À b = 5 138 A, v = 90 3°, \2 = 4 45 J?hc

error for position B, with the woist \, is about 10~3

These quite large eriois suggest that the assumption about planar strain made abo¬

ve does not correspond to the real conditions Theietore lefinements considering

simultaneously several patterns taken at room temperature wrth the following ori¬

entations were performed [012], [113], [129], 125] In the \ functron a varrance er2

proportional to (1 -t- (f)xp)2 was used The parameters obtained m position A are

a = 5 4452 A, o
- 5 4511 I, <

- 5 4303 A cu
- 89 752°, ß = 89 563°, 7

- 89 868°,

and x2 = 0 038 In the position B a - 5 446 A, b - 5 455 À c =- 5 424 Ä

a 89 55
,
ß = 89 79

,
-v - 89 90

,
and y2 - 0 32 Figure 6 15 shows a HOLZ

line pattern taken 111 A along the |125| zone axis Kinematic simulations using the

Figure 6 15

HOI Z pattern at the position A of Si[125l at 2 30 kV nominal voltage

lefined paiameteis foi the [113] and [125] zone axis 111 the position A are shown
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in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17. Experimental and simulated patterns agree well, and the

\

/

A

s- V\

~s----; y f"

V4-~--4 f-,..

\ X

X I

/ I

Figure 6.16:

Kinematic simulation with refined parameters for Si[L13] in the posi¬

tion A.

relative error in the lattice parameters estimated with eq. 6.44 is about 2 x 10~4 for

Y2 -" 0.038. The use of more than one orientation improves the quality of the refi¬

nement. Several refinements with two, three and four orientations were performed,

and in general the more orientations are used, the better is the fit. The difference

of the minrmal \2 values in A and B may be due to the bad reproducibility of the

measurement. In fact, for each HOLZ pattern, the probed positron on the sample

has to be slightly changed, because of contamination. This may affect the compati¬

bility between the different orientations and, depending on the place in the sample,

give rise to considerable errors. The strain in the investigated positions A and B,

may be evaluated using ~ ~ txx.j~ ~ £22,7^ ~ e^,Aa w —2e23,A/3 « ~2ei3,

and A7 k — 2el2. Table 6.1 shows the evaluated strains m A and B. The directions

in the grain corresponding to a and b are indicated in Fig. 5.5. Although the two

positions are not close to each other, the strains are comparable, only the sign of

C33 reverses, lire strains tu and e22 are positive, in contradiction to an expected

compressive thermal strain. The values of c33 are relatively small, according to the

assumption made in the refinement with only one orientation. The shear strains 603

and (13 are, on the contrary, not negligible. This explains the bad agreement between

simulations and experimental patterns obtained in the fitting procedure using one
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Figure 6.17:

Kinematic simulation with refined parameters for Si[l f 3] in the posi¬

tion A.

orientation. It is difficult to find a relation for the strain change between the two

different places. A simple explanation based on the distance from the fiber may not

be applied, because the grain is surrounded by several other fibers, and their stress

fields overlap. The strain in the middle of the grain is actually expected to be more

or less constant, being surrounded from all directions by fibers, and far away from

the strong influence of one particular fiber. The difference in the strains may be due

to the vicinity of a grain boundary or to other factors not easily predictable. Diffe¬

rences between measurements at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature

are also difficult to interpret. The variations in the lattice parameters do not show

any clear tendency. As already mentioned above, the LACBED technique is suitable

to investigate the influence of the reinforcement, allowing the matrix closer to the

fibers to be analyzed. This topic will be discussed in chapter 8.

Table 6.1:

Table of the strains in the position A and B.

xl(rn f11 £22 £33
^

?2.i £13 £12

A 2.8
'
4.4 0.18 2.2 3.8 1.1

B 2.9 4 6 -1.1 3.9 1.8 0.87
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7 Elastic strains in the matrix

Since metals generally have larger thermal expansron coefficients than ceramics, and

since the fabrication of MMCs involves solidification at a relatively high tempera¬

ture, thcv often contain significant differential thermal contraction stresses after

cooling to room temperature. The distribution of these thermal stresses can be pre¬

dicted, for simple reinforcement-matrix configurations, by the elastic theory. In this

chapter, for the formulation of the internal strains in the fiber-reinforced composite,

we assume the fiber to be an isolated cylinder in an infinite matrix, without, taking

into account interactions between different fibers. Since the strain investigations by

TEM are performed on thin samples, the problem of the surface relaxation will be

also discussed.

7.1 Theory of elasticity

Starting point for the formalism of the theory of elasticity are the equations of

equilibrium, the stress-strain relations and the strain-displacement relations. The

equations of equilibrium may be written as [71]

Div£-r-p/---0 (7.1)

where pf are the volume forces and a is the stress tensor

<J\\ Ö12 en 3 \

<Z "- | C72 <722 (7-23

OU 0"23 0"33 J
(7.2)

The strain tensor e. and the displacements ut are related in the linear clastic theory

through

«-'/ ^VumAum) (7-3)

The index following the comma in eq. 7.3 indicates the partial derivative in curvili¬

near coordinates. Stress and strain in an isotropic body arc related by the Hooke's

law:

1 <

£n
-

p{on -v[cr22 4-CT33)),

1
,

£22 "- 47^22-/7^14 (T33)),
JAj

1

£'13
"

Va'-n - v(aXi A cr22)), t2i- -Art«, (7.4)

where E is Young's modulus, v is Foisson's ratio, and G — i^Vy the shear modulus.
2{i+U)

£12 "-"

2Gai2>
L

Ai -

2(7
ffl3'

1
623—

2(7
• '
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For an axially symmetrical stress distribution, the eqs. of equilibrium can be written

in cylindrical coordinates:

darr dar2 1
1_ +. -(a„ - o-^) - p/, - 0

ar oz r

da,
~ dcr~~ 4

2~, -

+ ^ ^ ^o (7 5)
or oz j

The relations of eq. 7.3 are written as

du, ur

y ew =

or r

^ = y, ^ = i(^4^i (7 61
oz 2 \ oz or

7.2 Plane strains in a cylindrical system

The thermal strains of an infinitely-long cylinder immersed in an infinite matrix

may be treated as plane strains. The eqs. 7.5 with no volume forces, in the plane

case reduce to

^-+Vrr-0- « (7-7)
or r

Using eqs. 7.6, 7.4, and 7.7, considering only the plane components, one obtains

dV 1 dvr u, ,„ .

+ — 7-0 (8)
dr" r dr r-

We assume that the radius of the matrix hole and of the cylinder at a temperature

Px is i?. At a lower temperature T2 the matrix hole tries to contract to rm -= /?(1 4-

amAT) and the cylinder to rc — i?(l 4 07AT), where AT — T2 Tt and a(i„, are

the coefficients of thermal expansion of cylinder and matrix. The final or effective

radius of the cylinder under the constraint of the matrix is 74. Equation 7.8 has to

be solved with the boundary conditions for the cylinder:

ußr- i?) = n -rc, A,(r - 0) - 0. (7.9)

and for the matrix:

u\"(r - R) =- n -

rm, < (r -4 00) - 0. (7.10)

Since the difference R- rx due to contraction is very small, the boundary conditions

may be taken into account for simplicity at the boundarv r = R. The solution of

eq. 7.8 satisfying eqs. 7 9 and 7.JO is

•y-'-A-'^ 4M -{——"'
(7.i>)

ii r
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Using eqs. 7.6 one obtains

R

Lc n - rc

w
~

R

m
__

r r

R{r\ ~~ rm)
(7 12i

The eqs. 7.4 for the two-dimensional case are

Ä
1 - v

E

<Trr - —1>~
4
vy

~w . ^(e^A^t,,) (7.134

Using eq. 7 13 and imposing acn (R) = a{R) one obtains rx. Substituting the latter

into eqs. 7.12 and using the definition of rm and rc yields

c c ^ml1 - Vc)XVn Ctc)AT
e — e -

6,

w £m(l -i/c) \-Ec(l + vm)

E((l + pm)(am-~ac)ATR2
(7.14)

"^ Em(l-?yc)4-F;t(l + /ym)r2

The stress components can be easily found using eqs. 7.13. Figure 7.1 shows the

deformation of a lattice calculated with a negative value of (am — cvc)AT. The

displacements are considered in the plane perpendicular to the cylinder. The pattern

far from the cylinder section corresponds approximately to the undisforted grid. A

largely exaggerated value of 60% for (ac - cvrn)AT, with Ec/Em v 3, was chosen to

better show the characteristics of the field.

7.3 Axially symmetrical strains with surface relaxation

We consider now a cylinder of radius R with a finite length 2(L <C R immersed in a

thin plate of infinite radius. The axis of the cylinder is perpendicular to the plate

of thickness 2/4 In this case, the strains ezz and crz (see eqs. 7.6) with both eqs.

7.5 have to be considered, too. The problem may be solved using a so-called Love's

function <4> [7 f ] If we define

1 cF*

1 — 27/ oroz

2(1
- v) . T

1 d2$
Uz =.

A.
^A$ - — - — 7.15

1-2?/ 1 — 2v oz2

the equilibimm conditions 7.5 together with eqs. 7 6 and 7 4 are satisfied when the

bipotential equation is fulfilled [71]:

AA-F-0 (7.16)
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Figure 7.1:

Lattice distortion due to compressive thermal stress in the plane per¬

pendicular to the cylinder. For simplicity only one quadrant of the

cylinder section is shown.

The eq. 7.16 can be solved by means of Hankel transforms [72]. Since

/•oo / d2 \ r00

/ rAA$J0(£r)dr = - - - £2 / r$J0bfr)dr
,/o \dzz j Jo

eq. 7.16 may be reformulated as

•/ d2

.17)

dz2
7

- e\ G(ê, z) - o (7.H

where G(£.z) is the zero-order Hankel transform of the function $(r, z):

G(Az)^ / r$MÇr)dr
Jù

The integration of eq. 7 18 leads to the expression

GIAA - (A + Bz)e-t~- » (C 4 D:

(7.19)

(7.20)

where A, B, C, and D are determined from the boundary conditions. The displace¬

ments a, and uz may be found using [72]-

v,
—

f r00 d(7
-V/ s2t '.Af^de
— 2v Jo dz

/o \ d
^-T-^w (7.21)
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In the considered system with £ <C R, the thermal strains are mainly constituted of

plane strains err and ew, with small additional components ezz and erz along the cy¬

linder axis in z direction. Thus, the strain field may be approximated by superposing

the solution 7.14 with the strains due only to the thermal contractions of cylinder

and matrix along the z axis. The latter strains may be calculated approximately

assuming a unraxial pressure P, proportional to the thermal misfit, distributed uni¬

formly over the circular area of the cylinder. If the matrix and the cylinder have the

same elastic constants E and v the problem is solved using eq. 7 20 The boundary

conditions on top and bottom of the cylinder are:

azz(ry = ±f) - p(r) (T,z{r, z -= ±A = 0

P if r ^ R

0 otherwise

The Hankel transform of p(r) is

where- p(r) = \
n

\lVJ^ i7 22^

R

P(0-/ PrJo(Xr)dr =- PRJ^) (7_23)
/o £

Applying the Hankel transform to the conditions 7.22, A, B, C, and D in eq. 7.20

may be determined and G(A z) becomes

[£?cosh(£f)4 2z/smh(£f)]sinh(s~) - £zsinh(#) cosh(£x
G(£,z)-2(Uv)(l -2v)p(0-

E£3 [2£C + smh(2£f)]
(7.24)

Inserting eq. 7.21 into the eqs. 7.21 yields the displacements u, and uz. The latter

equations can be evaluated by numerical integration, lire pressure P is given by:

P= Etzz - E(ac - am)AT.

If the matrix and the cylinder have different elastic moduli the problem cannot be

solved this way. Assuming that, m general. Ec > Em, the solution for the matrix is

a strain field between the case with equal elastic moduli and that with a very hard

cylinder (Ec A> Em). The latter case can be approximated using eqs. 7.24 and 7.21

with a P, such that the condition uz(r — 77, z
- f) — J0f cczzdz = £(ac — am)AT,

with a constant Vzz within the hard cylinder, is fulfilled. In general for the considered

geometry with i<]?, we may have differences m uz of a factor 2 between the two

limiting cases. However, in the present composite the difference in the elastic moduli

is not, that accentuated (Ec/Em « 3), thus, the above formulation (eqs. 7.24 and

7.21), using the elastic modulus of the matrix Em< yields a good approximation for

the strain field outside the cylinder.

In Fig. 7.2 the distortion of the matrix around a cylinder, calculated with a negative

value (cv,„ -oJA7, is shown. For the strain evaluation only the thermal contraction
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along the z axis was considered, using the eqs. 7.21. A very large \(ar - cvm)ATj ~

30% was assumed, to accentuate the form of the deformed matrix. The thickness ot

the pfate is 200 nm and the radius of the cylinder 1 pm. The displacements are shown

in a positive half-plane containing the cylinder axis. The cylinder is not visible in

the figure, its position has to be thought near the left side. In its vicinity the matrix

is exparrded into z direction following the relative elongation of the cylinder. The

expansion decreases approximately as i'r The grid far from the cylinder, on the

right, corresponds approximately to the undistorteci lattice. The radial displacement

increases as a function of z, and close to the surface the radius of the cylinder is

larger than in the center. In three dimensions the cylinder-matrix interface mav be

thought of as a kind of hypcrboloid parallel to the z direction.

Z

r

Figure 7.2-

Lattice distortion due to compressive thermal stress rn the rz plane.

For simplicity only the positive half-plane is considered. The cylinder

is to be thought near the left margin.

7.4 Atomistic model

To estimate the surface relaxation of the matrix around the fiber, an atomistic

approach was considered, too. The undistorteci starting material is described by

a periodic lattice. The fiber is defined by a cylindrical region of the lattice where

all sites are occupied bv species of the type A. lire matrix region is defined by

species of the type B. An algorithm compares at every site the distance of the

neighboring species with a given value and determines in which direction the unit

at the considered site has to be moved. The following equation is used to calculate
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the new position x' of every unit:

1 JV I -> -» I

f = x A i- T{A -

x)1 flX (7 25)
A^f^v

;
\x -x,\

where N is the number of neighbors considered, x is the current position, r, are

the neighboring positions, and rt is the distance of the neighbor in the ideal lattice.

The latter is obtained under free thermal constraints for the lattices of the single

species. The ideal lattices of matrix and cylinder differ according to the thermal

misfit. A free boundary is assumed at the surface and far from the cylinder. For

the isotropic case, we consider twelve <110> and six <100^ next-neighbors. After

applying recursively eq. 7.25 the units reach a stable position, and the resulting

lattice indicates the displacements due to the given thermal stress. In the formalism

of eq. 7.25 the elastic constants are not incorporated. Figure 7.3 shows a simulation

for |(cvc — cvm)AT| <~ 10% and equal elastic constants.

Figure 7.3:

Simulation showing the distortion of the lattice, describing the fiber in

the matrix under thermal strains.
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8 LACBED

8.1 Simulation of LACBED patterns

As explained in chapter 4, in a single LACBED pattern the HOLZ lines in the

reciprocal space are related to the image of the sample in real space. Each inci¬

dent beam direction corresponds to a different column of the sample. The intensify

for every incident beam direction is calculated using the lattice parameters of the

corresponding sample volume. Beams with different incidence on the specimen are

assumed to be incoherent (see [73] for more details): no interference effects between

electron waves, generated in the sample by scattering from two different directions

of incidence, are considered. The assumption is justified for LACBED, where every

beam direction is associated with one place, if no overlapping spots are present.

Idie influence of diffuse intensifies due to defects or discontinuities in the crystal

can be neglected. The calculation of the LACBED mtensities relies on the so-called

column approximation [57]. In this approach, the volume of the sample is divided

into columns along the beam direction. It is assumed that, over the diameter of the

column the contribution of each reflection to the image contrast does not change.

According to Huygens' principle [75], path differences of the beams less than A/2

cause no local contrast variations. Thus the radius p of a column depends on speci¬

men thickness t and wavelength A: p — \/tX. For the image intensity at one point,

only the volume of its surrounding column gives a contribution. The HOLZ lines and

the sample image in LACBED patterns taken under optimal conditions, are usually

not perfectly sharp, owing to the finite size of the electron source (see Fig. 4.2). The

same incident beam direction is associated with a finite area, and not only with a

single column on the sample. Furthermore, every point is probed by more than one

incident beam direction. Thus, in the simulation of LACBED patterns, a coherent

summation of the electron waves over finite areas of the sample and different in¬

cident directions should be made. The area is delimited by the used spot, size S,

while the angular range 9 to be considered depends on the defocus Af; 6 = S/Af.

If a field emission gun (FEG) is used, smallest spot sizes in the nanometer range

are available, increasing considerably the sharpness of the pattern. For simplicity we

assume in the LACBED simulations that, the source is infinitely small.

The intensities in a LACBED pattern are calculated in every sample position, which

is associated with a certain incident direction. Given a position (.r, y) on the sample,

the incident direction mav be defined by a vector (x. y. - 7), where L is a parameter

to be adjusted according to the convergence of the beam. The wave vector k of the

incident beam is related to the deviation parameters s$ of the different reflections g
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included in the simulation

\k\2--(k + gf
s.~_, :. (8.1'

2lfc|

In the kinematical approach, the wave amplitude for a reflection g along a column

of thickness f, with a displacement u(z) relative to the ideal lattice, is given by:

m

Ag =-

7-
/ exp{-2in[sz -+ g v{z)]}dz (8.2)

67 Jo

The function iï(z) may be approximated by N constant vectors v„ in small thickness

intervals [t„,tn |_i], and the total intensity I is determined with

J = E
l\ — i s »il

\

Y, (p-2"»0" /
""

e~2n,iZdz) (8.3)
n-0

^ ^'" '
I

After the incoherent summation for the final LACBED image, all intensities are

resealed and inverted to obtain the defect HOLZ lines in the central disc.

In the dynamical approach, the LACBED simulations are calculated with a modified

version of the program used for weak-beam contrast simulations. The formalism

shown in chapter 4, in particular eq. 4.16. is used. The function u(z) is also assumed

to be constant for each small step in the beam direction, for a better time efficiency

of the program. Usually a maximum step size of 10 nm and a mirrinrum step size of

1 nm were taken. The actual selection of the local step size is adjusted according to

the local change of u along z.

In eq. 8.2, for the kinematic case, and eq. 1.13, for the dynamical case, a lattice dis¬

placement is introduced, according to eq. 4.12, as an additional phase shift e
2w'g "

in the electron wave. The description of the crystal potential in eq. 4.12 is an ap¬

proximation for small local distortions. A discrete set of reflections g is sufficient to

describe a periodic potential. If distortions are present, the crvstal potential has to

be formulated as a Fourier integral over a continuous spectrum of scattering vectors

in the reciprocal space. A possible way to overcome this problem is to consider a lo¬

cal change of the lattice constants, using a vector a in eq. 8.1 and 4.13, that depends

on the position m the sample.

In the kinematic case, for every point of the sample, distorted unit cell parameters

may be calculated from the displacements. In the coordinate system of a cubic unit

cell, dx, a2, 03, using the partial derivatives f^-, with uj - 1,2,3, one can find the

basis vectors of the distorted cell a'l, a2, a'3:

du
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From the distorted unit cell, a new reciprocal lattice and new g vectors can be

determined. The deviation parameter s is found using eq. 8.1 and inserted into 8.2

without the displacement term g Ü. Along the same column the contributions of

the individual thickness slices are summed coherently.

To illustrate the difference between the approach with constant and variable g vec¬

tors, we consider the strain field caused by a fiber inclined with respect to the sample

normal, neglecting surface relaxation Figure 8.L shows kinematical LACBED simu¬

lations with constant (left) and variable (right) (/vector. The diameter of the fiber

is 100 nm, the HOLZ reflection is (791), in the [113] zone axis of Si, and the thick¬

ness 530 nm. The gray area on the left part of the simulation corresponds to the

projection along the zone axis of a fiber. The fiber length is delimited by the top

and bottom surface of the sample. For the factor /' that determines the magnitude

of the strain, defined as

f -
Eci^ A um){am - ac)AT

/g 5n
Em(l - vc) + E~{\ A vV

K ' j

(sec eq. 7.14), a value of 0.003 is chosen. The HOLZ line in the simulation on the

left in Fig. 8.4 seems to be split in the vicinity of the fiber. The first intensity mi¬

nimum closer to the fiber becomes lower and lower, while the main one vanishes.

The other minima are also affected near the splitting region. In the simulation with

variable g vector, there is a similar tendency to splitting, but additional minima and

background intensities are present. The subsidiary minima delineating the split, are

interrupted in several places. The results of the two simulations are quite different,

although the correction with a variable g vector should not influence the main fea¬

tures of the pattern.

In the dynamical simulations, the interaction of every diffracted beam with diffe¬

rent sets of (7 vectors, depending on the position, should be considered, and this

would make the computation very complicated. A valid alternative to the Bloch

wave formulation would be the so-called multislice method which is well suited for

computations involving large numbers of diffracted beams, as is required for simu¬

lations of defects or distortions in crystals [74]. An approximation for the Bloch

wave approach consists of using different sets of g vectors from column to column,

but a constant set, within each column. The relative displacements in the column

are described by a vector A referred to the lattice corresponding to the new set,

of g vectors. We choose a point P in the column and assume a modified unit cell

with lattice parameters a[< aX aX and angles a'l2. ct(3, q23, where ^~— =- 77(F),

OLlJ
- a'7j - j"'X^) 4 77;(P)< and 1,3

— 1,2,3. The vector g is calculated from the

latter cell, and it is constant within the whole column. The modified displacements
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Figure 8.1:

Kinematical LACBED simulations with a fiber diameter of 100 nm,

using a constant g (left), and a variable g (right), with a strain factor

/ = 0.003 (see eq. 8.5) and 530 nm thickness.

u' relative to the new cell (see Fig. 8.2) are given by

u't(x,)--u,(xt) E^-'CPVr i = 1,2,3 (8.6)
74 ox,
j
~i

where x't are coordinates with respect to the point P, i.e. x — P 4- x'. Since the

diffracted intensity depends only on relative changes of the term g-u, the components

x\ in eq. 8.6 may be substituted bv x,.

In the dynamical case, as in the kinematic one (see eq. 8.2), the phase of the diffracted

electron wave depends on s, g and il, combined in 2tt(sz 4- g • u). Thus, different

choices of the reference poirrt P produce different results. The components of g are

inversely proportional to the lattice parameters a'1( A2, a'3 whereas the component ut

depends on the strain. The deviation parameter ô is a function of both the lattice

parameters and the wavelength, thus it is not directly correlated with the term

g • Ü, which does not depend on the electron wavelength. For our simulations, we

consider a set of lattice parameters aXx, y) and 07,(4, y) averaged along the column

at position (x, y).

Figure 8.3 shows four LACBED simulations calculated with the dynamical forma¬

lism. A fiber diameter of 100 nm. the reflection (791), and / — 0 003 are chosen.
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Figure 8.2:

Displacements (7 (left) and ü' (right) relative to a crystal with lattice

constants a and a1, respectively. At the origin of the diagram, P, the

displacement is equal, according to eq. 8.6, in both reference systems.

The first two images on the left are simulated keeping a constant g vector, with a

thickness of 530 nm (Fig. 8.3a) and 800 nm (Fig. 8.3b). The HOLZ line, as in the

kinematic case, is split near the fiber. For this case the kinematic model is a good

approximation. The thickness characterizes the distance between the subsidiary mi¬

nima and the sharpness of the split. The two images on the right were simulated

assuming a. cj averaged along the column (Fig. 8.3c) and taken at the top of the co¬

lumn (Fig. 8.3d). The thickness is 530 nm for both simulations. Figure 8.3c is similar

to the simulation with a constant a (Fig. 8.3a). The essential difference lies in the

curvature of the HOLZ line, that is more accentuated in Fig. 8.3c. The simulation

in Fig. 8.3c is more realistic than that of Fig. 8.3d. In Fig. 8.3d, the line and the

side minima are strongly modified and the pattern is asymmetric.

Figure 8.4a shows a simulation with the same conditions as in Fig. 8.3c, with a

vertical fiber. The fiber causes a local shift of the line, that would not be present in a

simulation with a constant g vector. The displacement Ü along the zone axis (parallel

to the vertical fiber) is constant, and only through a variation of the g vector, the

influence of the strain field due to the fiber can be included. A simulation assuming

constant g vectors is therefore not correct. Figure 8.4b illustrates the additional

effect caused by the surface relaxation of the sample (see eqs. 7.24 and 7.24). The

line splits and the intensity of both side minima decreases in the same way. lire

curvature of the HOLZ line is due to the variation of g as m Fig. 8.4a. This splitting
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can be well distinguished from that, induced by an inclined fiber, where the curvature

of the line and the minima invert.

Figure 8.3:

Dynamical LACBED simulations with a fiber diameter of 100 nm and

a strain factor / = 0.003 (sec eq. 8.5), using a constant I] (Fig. 8.3a,b),

a g averaged along the column (Fig. 8.3c), and a g taken on the top

of the column (Fig. 8.3d). In Fig. 8.3b a thickness of 800 nm, for the

others of 530 nm, is assumed.

8.2 Evaluation of local strains from LACBED patterns

LACBED images of large Si precipitates were taken in different regions of the sample

to evaluate the local strains close to the fibers, dire investigations were performed

on a Philips CM 200 FEG equipped with a Gatan imaging filter. The use of an

energy filter in elastic (zero loss) mode permits sharp HOLZ lines to be obtained

and experimental and simulated intensities to be compared, without perturbations

caused by inelastic phenomena. Depending on the convergence of the incident beam,

it is possible to probe differently sized areas of the sample. This allows short-range

and long-range distortions to be analyzed at, different scales. In Fig. 8.5 a LACBED

pattern along Si[113] with a precipitate is shown. The precipitate has a size of
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Figure 8.4:

Dynamical LACBED simulations using the same conditions of Fig.

8.3c, with a vertical fiber. In the figure on the right the surface relaxa¬

tion of the sample is taken into account.

Figure 8.5:

LACBED image of Si[113] with small precipitate of about 10 nm size.
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about 10 nm and causes only a short-range strain field leading to curved HOLZ

lines and Kossel-Möllenstedt fringes in its vicinity. The additional asymmetry of the

whole HOLZ pattern is caused by sample bending. A dynamical simulation of the

LACBED pattern is shown in Fig. 8.6. The particle is assumed to be cylindrical and

Figure 8.6:

LACBED simulation of Si[113] with a vertical cylindrical particle and

a strain factor / = 0.002 (see eq. 8.5).

immersed in the matrix in vertical position. Surface relaxation and sample bending

are not taken into account. Since the composition and the structure of the particle

arc not known, the factor / to be used in the simulation can not be calculated.

A good agreement with the experimental image is obtained with / = 0.002 and a

sample thickness of 320 nm.

In Fig. 8.7 a LACBED image of Si[113] taken in a region close to a Fiberfrax fiber is

shown. In the probed area of the sample (100 nm diameter) there are no large local

strain variations, and the image is similar to a CBED pattern. However, some HOLZ

lines arc split and they cannot be analyzed using the methods explained in chapter

6. The boundary of the fiber is about 200 nm away from the examined region. The

reinforcement, with a diameter of about 500 nm, gives rise to a long-range strain field,

which does rrot vary st rongly at this distance. We assume for Si, a = 3 x 10~6K~l [78],
E - 168 GPa [77], v = 0.22 [77], and for Fiberfrax, a = 5.3 x lO^K"-1 (mullite)

[79], E = 104 GPa [76], v « 0.2, with AT = -560 K. The strains calculated
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Figure 8.7:

LACBED image of Si[113] taken in region close to a fiber.

using eqs. 7.14, 7.24, and 7.21 are lower than the actual values, because Si is not

simply homogeneously distributed around the fiber. A LACBED simulation of the

examined pattern is shown in Fig. 8.8. The fiber is to be thought outside the pattern

beyond the lower left corner at a distance of 700 nm, and a thickness of 320 nm is

assumed. The IIOLZ lines following a radial direction relative to the fiber, are not

split, whereas those in azimutal direction undergo the same effect illustrated in Fig.

8.4b, but on a different scale. The magnitude of the strain causing such a splitting

is around 2 x 10 3. The level of splitting in the experimental and simulated images

are comparable; onlv the first subsidiary minima are sharp, whereas higher-order

minima are not so clearly visible. This indicates that the assumed strain is in a right

order of magnitude.

Figure 8.9 shows a LACBED pattern taken along Si[ll 15 37]. On the left a portion

of a Fiberfrax fiber with a diameter of about J ^m is visible. The splitting in this

case is caused by local distortions close to the inferfaeial region. These local strains

do not originate from the whole fiber. Only small grains near the boundary, such as

spinel grains, are responsible for such effects. In Fig. 8.10 a simulation corresponding

to the above pattern rs shown. A thickness of 240 nm is assumed, and an additional

small cylindrical particle (not visible in the picture) overlapped bv the large fiber,

is also considered in the calculation to simulate the effect of small spmel grains at

the surface of the reinforcement. We assume for simplicity that these grains have
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Figure 8 8

LACBED simulation of Si] 113] assuming a vertical fiber with 500 nm

drameter and wrth the center 700 nm awa"\ fiom the examined region

beyond the lower left corner The piobed area has a drameter of about

100 nm

Figure 8 9

LACBED pattern of Sifll 15 37] with part of a Fibeitiax fibei (~ 1

pm drameter) on the left
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Figure 8.10:

LACBED simulation assuming an additiorral strain field caused by a

cylindrical (10 nm radius) spinel grain at the boundary of the fiber. In

the figure the small particle is hidden by the fiber.

a circular section, constant in the thickness. The small particle (10 nm radius) is

positioned near the interface and is inclined with respect to the sample normal. The

strain is calculated using eq. 7.14. Assuming for spinel, a - 25 x 10~6K-1 [80],

E = 385 GPa, and v = 0.25 [81], one obtains approximately / « 0.01, which is

larger than for Fiberfrax with / « O.OOf. A splitting similar to that observed in the

experimental image is obtained. The form of the splitting is characterized by the

inclined particle, similar to the simulations of Fig. 8.3c. The strain due to the whole

fiber is superposed to the local strain and induces a curvature in the HOLZ lines in

the upper part of the pattern. Here, the influence of the whole fiber is not so strong

as m Fig. 8.7 because the ratio between the fiber radius and the thickness is larger

and a different long-range displacement field is produced.

Another example of locally concentrated strains is shown in Fig. 8.11. The examined

region corresponds to a portion of the lower part of Fig. 8.9. The pattern was ta¬

ken with a similar beam convergence, but the dicentric height of the specimen was

changed to obtain a higher magnification of the sample image. The corresponding

simulated pattern in Fig. 8.12 is calculated considering two small cylindrical spinel

grains positioned vertically near the boundary of the fiber. The radius of the cylin¬

ders is 50 nm and they are separated by a distance of 200 nm. The kind of splitting
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Figure 8.11:

LACBED pattern of Si[11 15 37] with a magnified detail of the inter-

facial region in Fig. 8.9. The probed area has a diameter of about 300

nm.

Figure 8.12:

LACBED simulation assuming additional strain fields caused by two

cylindrical (50 nm radius) spinel grains at, the fiber boundary.
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is similar to the case simulated in Fig. 8.4b, but now the HOLZ lines are not really

tangential to the fiber, and thus, not so curved. The strain near the fiber is quite

strong, about 0.01, and causes an accentuated splitting. Higher-order minima are

strong affected together with the main minimum.

Considering the examples shown above, we can summarize, that the strains in the

region close to the reinforcements are characterized by an overlap of a long-range and

a short-range field. Long-range strains are caused bv the whole fiber. They are not

very strong (10~3 or less), and are distributed over a large area, of linear dimensions

in the order of magnitude of the fiber srze. The short-range strains are produced bv

the small spmel grams at the fiber boundarv and are locally restricted to a regron of

about fOO nm from the source. The magnitude of the latter strains reaches values up

to 10 ~2 Since they are very localized, they can be responsible for cracks originating

at the interface.
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